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STATEMENT OF SENATOR MIKE MANSFIELD (D •• MONTANA) 
LEGISLATIVE PROPOSALS FOR CHANGES IN Tm! 'Pl8f:'slbEWHl'M 
ELECTORAL SYSTEM 
Wkeks have passed since the Presidential election. In its im-
mediate aftermath there was a vast outpouring of public indignation 
from every State of the Union over the patent inadequacy, the creaky 
antiquity and the glaring inequity of the entire Presidential electoral 
system from beginning to end. 
Today, the in"dequacy remains; the antiquity remains; the in-
equity remains. But 1 wonder. Mr. President, how much of the pub-
lie indignation remains. It is a long time from November to January 
and. somehow, we have once again muddled through a Presidential 
election which has managed. more by accident than design. reasonably 
to reflect the views of the votera in the selection of the President and 
the Vice President of the United States. 
The flaws in the electoral eystem are 5ti~ there; but is the will 
to do something about them still there ? As the Senate well knows, 
after every major election which, in one manner Or another, high~ 
lights the outrageous weaknesses in the system, there is a clamor 
for change. The attempt to improve the system has been made before, 
many times. Rarely have the attempts met with success and many times 
they have failed. These failures, notwithstanding, it seems to me that 
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the attempt must be made again and again so long as the flaws remain. 
The attempt must be made and, someda y, it must succeed if we are to 
insure the continued vitality of the basic political machinery of the na-
tion. 
It has sometimes taken great catastrophies in other areas of our 
social life to end inertia and to produce significant changes in practices. 
as, for example. in fire prevention. in banking, and in many other mat-
ters. I hope that it will not require anything so drastic to produce sig-
nificant changes in the basic but outmoded instrumentalit\es of our po-
litical freedom--that for selecting the President of the United States so 
as to encourage the best possible choice as we1l as the continued re-
sponsiveness of the office to the people of the nation. 
During the last political campaign I announced that I would present 
for the Cbnsideration of the Senate, certain measures for dealing with 
what appeared to me to be significant flaws intthe Presidential electoral 
system. That is what I shall do, today, after these explanatory remakks 
have been completed. 
The significant flaws, as I see them.the flaws requiring priority 
consideration, are the following: 
1. The out-of-date unrepresentative. and. on occasion completely 
irresponsible. electoral college system; 
2 . The long inter-regnum or transition when the administration 
remains intthe hands of the incumbents from early November to 
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late January--in hands which have. in reality. already been 
cut off from their source of power. 
3. The brutal length of Presidential campaigns and im brutalizing 
effect on the level of debate and discussion. 
4. The costs of campaigns and the methods of financing them; 
5. The nomination of Presidential candidates by the major par-
ties under the present convention system. 
Today I wish to introduce three legislative measures which are 
designed at least to begin to cope with these five categories of flaws. 
They are not the first legislative word. and I am sure. not the last word 
on any of these problems. They represent one Senator's thinking--aided 
in its legal expression by the experts of the Library of Congress and the 
office of the Senate Legislative Counsel. They are an attempt to find a 
legal road out of the morass of confusion. inequity and irresponsibility 
which characterizes the present system of Presidential selection. 
The first of the three measures, Mr. President. is a proposal 
to amend the Constitution of the United States. This measure repre-
sents a complete departure from the present electoral COllege system. 
It does not seek to patch up that system; it seeks to end it. 
The proposed amendment calls. simply. for the elction of the 
President and Vice President by direct popular vote. It would give to 
every vote--wherever it may be cast in the nation--an equal value with 
all others cast. In short. it would write into the Constitution the princi-
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pie that one American voter equals one vote--no more, no less. in the 
selection of the President and Vice President of the nation. 
This approach is not new, Mr . President. It has been tried time 
and again since the very beginning of the Republic. In recent years, the 
distinguished majority whip. the able Senator from Minnesota {Mr. Hum-
phrey} and other members have fought well but without success to bring 
about this change. 
It remains to be seen whether a renewal of the effort at this time 
will meet with any results. I must confess that 1 am not sanguine in my 
expectations. The issue is not simple and even if it were, Constitutional 
changes are not easily or quickly made. nor should they be. Nevertheless, 
it seems to me most desirable that we test periodically in the Congress 
these propositions : (1) We have reached that pOint in our continuing 
Constitutional evolution in which Americans should express their unity 
as a people, beyond State divisions, by selecting by equal vote throughout 
the land the President of the United States; and (2) We have reached, as 
a people, that point of political enlighterunent and maturity at which Ameri-
cans are competent to fill the Presidential office by direct vote, without 
the faceless intermediaries of the electoral college. 
My experience with my fellow-Arne ricans, not only in Montana but 
throughout the nation, leads me to subscribe to both propositions. It is 
for that reason that I will introduce this proposed amendment. It is for 
that reason that I have considered lbut rejected alternative proposals for 
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changes which would. in essence, seek to amend or to patch kup rather 
than abolish the electoral college system. No matter how it may be changed, 
so long as the institution remains. we will not conform to the basic princi-
ple of one American voter-one vote in the selection of the President. All 
significant measures short of this, so far as I can see, can act only as a. 
rejockeying of inequities. as efforts to shift advantages as between large 
States and small States, between rural areas and urban ares. I. for one, 
can see no real national purpose in exchanging the inequities which exist 
in the present system for the unknown inequities which various half-way 
measures may substitute for them. 
To the only significant argument which still serves to underwrite 
the electoral college system, that is, that it; is a part of the federal sys-
tem and as such must be preserved. I can only reply that. in my opinion, 
the federal system is not strengthened through an antiquated device which 
has not worked as it was intended to work when it was included in the 
Constitution and which, if anything, has become a divisive force in the 
federal system by pitting groups of States against groups of States. As 
I see the federal system in contemporary practice, the House of Repre-
sentatives is the key to the protection of district interests ~ district 
interests, just as the Senate is the key to the protection of State interests 
as State interests. These instrumentalities, and particularly the Senate, 
are the principliB Constitutional safeguards of the federal system. but the 
PreSidency has evolved. out of necessity. into the principal political of-
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fice, as the Courts have become the principal legal bulwark beyond dis-
tricts, beyond States. for safeguarding the interests of all the people in 
all the States t And since such is the case, in my opinion. the Presidency 
should be subject to the direct and equal control of all the people. That 
is what this proposed Constitutional amendment. if it is approved, will 
help to do. And may 1 add that under its terms the proposition would be 
put, not to the State legislatures for ratification. but as also provided for in 
the Constitution and as was done in the case of the repeal of the 18th Amend-
ment, to the direct and specific consideration of amending conventions cho-
sen by the people in the States solely for that purpose. 
This amendment. as now proposed, will do one thing more. It will 
speed the day for the assumption of office by a President-elect from Janu-
ary 20 to the December I prior. In short, this provision will reduce the 
lame-duck presidency by several weeks and thereby cut the dangerous 
drift in national leadership during periods of Administrative changeover. 
At the same time it will give the new President a greater opportunity to 
shape his program more effectively to action by permitting him mOre time 
to gain control over the continuing processes of the Executive Branch be-
fore the meeting of the new Congress. 
Let me turn next, Mr. President. to the first of two bills which I 
shall also introduce toda, along with the pC'oposed amendment. This bill, 
Mr. President. is aimed. simultaneously, at two flaws in the present 
electoral system--the cost of campaigns and their brutal and brutalizing 
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They raise moeey as best they can because money is essential in political 
campaigns . They do the best that they are able to do . But I do believe 
all of us, in the Congress , and in the nation. share responsibility for 
the neglect and inertia which makes a most vital instrument of freedom 
dependent for its financing on a system less equitable and less r ational 
than the fund - raising devi ces of obscure charities. I do believe ,both 
parties sha r e r esponsibility for persisting i n campaigns whose length is 
more attuned to the age of drum signal s in the jungle than to the age of 
instantl and full national electronic communications . 
This bill which I am about to introduce. M r. President. acts to 
supplement in a limited way. out of public funds the resources of the 
major parties so that they will become mOre dependent in a financial 
sense on all the people rather than on a relative handful of contributors . 
I would hope that the bill will be seen as complementary to the kind of 
legislation proposed by our late colleague, Senator Hennings, during 
the last session. His inte r est in this subject was intense, and he sought 
to bring about a rational approach to the limitation on expenditures by all 
parties. 
The bill that I am abou t to offer, Mr. President. seeks to isolate 
a principal cost of modern Presidential campaigns--TV and radio broad-
casting which have become the most important single devices of public 
discussion of the issues . It would have the nation underwrite out of the 
Treasury one million dollars of the cost of such broadcasting for each 
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length. I need hartlly explain to members of this body that the costs of 
political campaigns --particularly Presidential campaigns --has reached 
enormous levels. Ii all the expenditures from all sources are totalled, 
the cost runs into tens of millions of dollars--no one really knows exact-
ly how much. Money is clearly a. factor in all campaigns and. in close 
campaigns, it may be the decisive factor. 
I do not think that it serves the interests of the entire nation when 
elections can be influenced significantly or even decided by the question 
of which candidate can raise the most money. I do not think it serves 
the national interests when the expenses for those who campaign to 
serve all the people must be financed by a relativelhandful of people and 
organizations which make large contributions directly or indirectly. I 
do not think it adds to the dignity and vitality of the nation's political life 
when another major source of political financ e is the pate ntly unsatisfact-
ory practice of selong two dollar steaks at one hundred-dollar-a-plate 
dinners. I do not think it serves the national interest when political 
campaigns which begin as instruments of public enlightenment end in a 
crescendo of weary repilttiition and name-calling as the l e ngth of the cam-
paign exhausts the candidates and forces of hate and malicious gOSSip are 
emboldened to join in a final chorus of distortion and defamation at the 
close of the campaign. 
Let me say. Mr. President. that I do not criticize the loyal adher-
ents of any party in these comments. They work hard for their candidates. 
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party. This would pay for roughly a total of les8 than ten hours of a 
full national network coverage on radio and TV. It would do this, how-
ever, only if the parties held their nominating conventions for President 
and Vice President after September 1. In other words, Mr. President, 
the people would cover with public funds a parlt of the cost of a Presi-
dential campaign but only if the parties in turn agree to shorten their 
campaigns which. in effect. they would do if they held off their nominat-
ing until Septemhe r 1. 
Finally. as 1 noted. the bill would also act to simplify tmd to make 
more equitable the conditions of nomination of candidates am the party 
conventions. For to be eligible for the financial aid provided under the 
measure, a party's O'onvention would not only have to be held after Septem-
ber 1 but votes at the convention would have to be allotted on the same ba-
sis as Congressional representation and no fractional voting would be per-
mitted. Convention delegates, thus, would have to be chosen in rough 
proportion to population. Conventions would consist Wliformly of about 
600 delegates rather than the many more who now participate, and we 
would see an end to that curious convention-phenomenon whereby some 
delegates are worth half a body while others are whole and full of value. 
1 tUrn now to the second of the two bills which 1 shall introduce today. 
This bill is concerned with the question of the use of the direct primary 
as a device for the nomination of Presidential candidates. Let me say 
at the outset, that in preparing this bill. I have drawn heavily on the origin-
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al work of the distinguished Senator from Illinois (Mr. Douglas). the able 
Senator from Wisconsin (Mr. Proxmire), and our late and dedicated coUe-agu 
league from Oregon (Mr. Neuberger). 
1 considered for a long time the possibility of a direct national pri-
mary. For Constitutional reasons as well as those of practicality. I have 
now come tp the conclusion that something along the Ibes of the approach 
of the Senator from Illinois (Mr. Douglas) which would not require a Con-
stitutional amendment. would be most practical at this point. What is 
proposed. then, is a modification and elaboration of a bill presented by 
him in the 82d Congress. It would give federal assistance at a set rate 
to States to help them finance the conduct of preferencial primaries for 
nominees for the Presidency. In short, it is a.n effort to encourage States 
to use this device so that when the conventions do meet they will have be-
fore them a far more extensive grasp of popular sentiment as expressed 
through preferential primaries than is noWthe case. a sentiment which they 
would ignore at their own peril>. In short, the bill is designed to help 
bring the nominating processes out from behind the closed doors and to 
encourage wider popular participation in them. The bill attempts to meet 
objections which were raised against the original Douglas legislation, and 
it goes further in providing ~ome financial asslst<::.nce to serious candidates 
for the nomination for the Presidency in each party. 
That, Mr. President, completes my presentation of the three mea-
sures affecting the electoral system which I am about to introduce. I pre-
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sent tbett!u:to the Senate only after the most careful study of the problem 
and with a full awareness that changes in the basic political machinery 
of the nation ought never to be lightly undertaken. 1 introduce them with 
the expectation that they will be carefully considered by the appropriate 
committees along with other motions on thifJ subject. 
By the same token, I inteoduce them in the belief that action to modern~ 
ize the elctoral machinery for the Presidency and to introduce a measure 
of greater dignity and public responsibility into political campaigns is long 
overdue, I introduce them in the belief that more equitable conditions 
for the selection and consideration of candidates and more direct popular 
control will better serve the present needs of Our people and help to re -
vitalize and encourage greater popular participation in the most important 
single expression of political freedom in this:x6'.tio=-1--the election of the 
President and Vice President of th.e United States. 
Mr. President. 1 send to the desk for appropriate referral the fol-
lowing: 
A proposed amendment to the Constitution providing for the Jibrect 
popular election of the President and Vice President; 
A bill to authorize the appointment of a Federal Presidential elec-
tion board to conduct preferential primaries for the nomination for Presi -
dent; 
A bill to reimburse political parties for radio and telebision expendi-
tures in Presidential election campaigns. 
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Mr. President. these thoughts are presented for the consideration 
of the Senate and. particularly. for the otudy of the appropriate commit-
tees. Any or all of them--on the basis of further study--may prove to 
have some merit. Any or all of them may nct. They have been intro-
duced for the purpose of bringing about consideration of a set of electoral 
problems of serCous proportions. The proposals are presented in the 
hope that the responsible committees will weigh them along with other 
proposals and come up with s~e effective answers to these electoral 
proglems. 
May I say finally that not a little of what has been proposed and 
much of what has been said can be found in legislation previously intro-
duced by Members of the Senate and the House. both DemocratBc and Re-
publicans. I have borrowed heavily from ot.lter cOlleagues and, if there 
is any credit in these suggestions, they, the Legislative Reference Ser-
vice of the Library of Congress, and the Senate Legislative Counsel. de-
serve most of it. 
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SUMMARY OF LEGISLATION INTRODUCED BY SENATOR MANSFIELD 
1. Proposing an amendment to the Constitution on the election of tre Presi-
dent and Vice President 
1. Abolishes the electoral college system. 
Z. Provides for the election of the President and Vice Fresident 
(to be voted for as a unit) by the highest popular vote totaL on 
a national basis. 
3. Qualifications for voting are left to the States to determine. 
4. Requires the States to report vote totals within two weeks of 
the" election. 
5. Provides for the beginning of the new Fresidential term on 
December I, after the election. 
6. Provides for ratification of the amendment, not by State Legis-
Latures, but by conventions in three-fourths of the States, chosen 
to consider this one question. (The same procedure as used in 
the 21st amendment repealing the lSth amendment.) 
2. A bill to reimburse political parties for radio and TV expenditures to the 
extent of $1 million for Presidential campaigns, provided that the parties 
incorporate certain changes in their convention procedur e s. 
L The amount of $1 million is allotted to any party whose candidates 
for President and Vice President polled not less than 10 per cent 
of the totaL vote in the Last election. ($lOO.OOO is aLLotted to 
parties poLLing more than 1 per cent but less than 10 per cent.) 
2. The money is usable at the discretion of the party but only for 
the reimbursement of radio and TV expenditures during Presi-
dential campaigns. 
3. To be eligible for the reimbursement, the party must convene 
its Presidential convention after September 1, thus, in effect 
shortening its campaign. It must also limit its convention-
delegate size to that of the total representation in Congress 
and distribute seats on the same basis; thus, in effect. cutting 
the size of conventions and at the same time requiring distri-
bution of convention votes in rough proportion to population. 
3. A bill to reimburse States for holding preferential primaries for nomin-
ating Presidential candidates and to compensate expenses of s e rious 
competitors for the nominations . 
1. The bill is modeled after the Douglas bill introduced in the 
SZnd Congress. 
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2. It provides for the payment to States of 20¢ for each vote cast 
in PresidentiaL preferentiaL primaries. 
3. It establishes an Election Board, including representation from 
the major parties and designees of the President. the Chief 
Justice, and the Speaker of the House to enter into agreements 
with the States for establishing compensated preferential pri· 
maries. 
4. Primary results wouLd not be binding but if a sufficient number 
were held they might be expected to exert considerable influence 
on the course of subsequent conventions. 
5. Compensation up to $250,000 for expenses is provided for serious 
competitors for the nomination in each party but safeguards are 
provided to prevent frivolous candidacies. Each competitor must 
poll at least 30/0 of the total vote in the primaries to be eligible for 
reimbursement of expenditures. If the candidate fails to do so, 
he is not only not compensated for his expenditures but must also 
forfeit a $25,000 bond which he is required to post. 
5. The bill involves only Presidential candidates. 
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87th CCNGRESS 
S. J. RES. __ _ 
1st Session 
IN THE SENATE OF THE UNITED STATES 
Mr. MANSFIELD introduced the following joint reso lution. which was read 
twice and referred to the Committee on ___ _ _________ _ 
J OINT RESOLUTION 
Proposing an amendment to the Constitution of the United States relating to 
term of office of President and Vice F r esident, and providing for 
e Lection of candidates for President and Vice President by popu lar 
vote. 
Reso lved by the Senate and House of Representatives of the United 
States of America in Congress assembled {two - thirds of each House con-
curring therein}, That the following article is proposed as an amendment 
to the Constitution of the United States, which shall be valid to aLL intents 
and purposes as part of the Constitution when ratified by conventions in 
three · fourths of the several States: 
"ARTICLE __ _ 
rtSection 1. The executive power shall be vested in a President of 
the United States of America. He shall hold his office during a term of 
four years, and, together with the Vice President, chosen for the same term, 
shall be e lected by votes cast by the people of the several States. No person 
constitutionally ineligible for the Office of President shall be eligible for 
that of Vice President of the United States. 
tIThe Congress shall determine the time of such e lection, which 
shaLL be the same throughout the United StateS. Until otherwise determined 
by the Congress, such election shall be held on the Tuesday next after the 
first Monday in November of the year in which the regular term of the Presi· 
dent and Vice President, as herein provided, is to begin. 
liThe persons voting in each State in such election sha ll have the 
qualifications requisite for persons voting for members of the most numer· 
ous branch of the legislature of that ';tate . The places and manner of holding 
such e lection shall be prescribed in each State by the legislature thereof, 
but the Congress may at any time by law make or alter such regulations. 
The candidates for the offices of President and Vice President shall be se · 
lected in such manner as the Congress shall by law provide. The names 
of the candidates BO selected shall be placed on the ballot in each State, and 
shall 50 appear thereon that a single vote wi ll be cast by each voter for 
the candidate of a political party for the office of President and the candidate 
of the same party for the office of the Vice President. 
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"Sec. 2. Vlithin two weeks after such election, the chief executive 
of each State shall make distinct lists showing the number of votes cast in 
such State for the candidates of each poLitical party for the offices of Presi-
dent and Vice President, which lists shall be signed, certified, and trans-
mitted under the seal of such ,state to the seat of the Government of the 
United States directed to the President of the Senate. 
nOn the twenty-first day following such election the President of 
the Senate shall open all certificates in the presence of the Speaker of the 
House of Representatives and the Chief Justice of the United States, and the 
votes shall then be counted, The candidates of a political party for the 
offices of President and Vice President having the greatest number of votes 
shall be President and Vice President, respectively. If the candidates of 
two or more political parties shall have an equal afld Ute r;reatu t number of 
votes for President and Vice President, and the candidates shall be deemed 
elected who shaLL have received the greatest number of the votes in each of 
the greatest number of States. The Congress may by law provide for the 
case wherein one or more of the persons referred to in the first sentence of 
this paragraph are unable to be present on the day fixed for the opening of 
the certificates, declaring who shaLL act in their places. 
It Sec . 3. The terms of the President and Vice President shaLL end 
at noon on the first day of December in the fourth year of their term; and 
the terms of their successors shaLL then begin. 
"Sec. 4. The first, second, third, and fourth paragraphs of sec~ 
tion 1, article II, of the Constitution, the twelfth article of the amendment 
to the Constitution, that part of section 1 of the twentieth article of amend~ 
ment to the Constitution which refers to the terms of the President and Vice 
President, and section 4 of the twentieth article of amendment to the Con-
stitution are hereby repealed. 
"Sec. 5. This article shall take effect on the first day of June 
foLLowing its ratification. 
"Sec. 6. This article shaLL be inoperative unless it shaLL have been 
ratified as an amendment to the Consttitution by conventions in three-fourths 
of the several States, as provided in the Constitution. within seven years 
from the date of its submission to the States by Congress. It 
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87th CONGRESS 
1st Session S. 
IN THE SENATE OF THE UNITED STATES 
Mr. MANSFIELD 
introduced the following bill; which was read twice and referred 
to the Committee on ____________________ _ 
A BILL 
To establish a Federal Presidential Election Board to conduct preference 
primaries in connection with the nomination of candidates for 
President. 
Be it enacted by the Senate and BOl1se of Representatives of the 
United States of America in Congress assembled. That fa) in order to 
encourase the use of preferential primaries for the purpose of 
suggesting nominees for President to the maja:- politicaL parties, there 
is hereby established the Federal Presidential Election Board (herein~ 
after referred to as the '1Board") which shall consist of the following 
members: 
(I) Two members to be appointed by the President of the 
United States; 
(2) Two members to be appointed by the Chief Justice of 
the United States; 
(3) Two members to be appointed by the Speaker of the 
House of Representatives; 
(4) Two members to be appointed by the President of the 
United States from each political party which polled more than 
ten per centurr.. of the total popular vote in the next preceding 
Presidential election, such appointment to be made from 
amor.g names submitted by the National committees of such 
parties; and 
(5) One member to be appointed by the President from each 
political party which polled more than five but not more than 
ten per centum of the total popular vote in the next preceding 
Presidential election, such appointment to be made from 
among names submitted by the Nati onal committees of such 
parties. 
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(b) Members of the Board shall be appointed for terms of four 
years beginning on March 1 of the year following a Presidential election 
except that (1) any member appointed to fill a vacancy prior to the 
expiration of the term for which his predecessor was appointed shall 
be appointed for the remainder of such term, and (2.) the terms of 
office of the members first appointed after the enactment of this Act 
shalt commence on the dates of their respective appointments and shall 
end on February 28, 1965. Vacancies shall be filled promptly by 
appointment as provided in subsection (a) of this section. After the 
appointment of the first members of the Board, and at the beginning 
of each four-year term thereafter, the Chief Justice of the United 
States shall designate one of the members of the Board to call a 
meeting of the Board at which the first order of business shall be the 
election of a chairman and vice chairman. 
Sec. 2. (a) The Board is hereby authorized to enter into agree -
ments with the several States. through their appropriate officials. to 
conduct preferential primaries for suggesting nominees for President 
to each political party which polled ten percent or more of the Nation1s 
total popular vote in the next preceding Presidential election. 
(b) The Board is hereby authorized to compensate each State 
with which an agreement is made for use of its facilities and services, 
but such compensation shall not exceed in any State an amount equal 
to twenty cents multiplied by the total number of votes cast in the 
preferential primary held in that State. 
Sec. 3. (a) No person shall be a candidate for nomination in 
a preference primary under this Act unless there shall have been filed 
with the Board--
(1) a petition on behalf of his candidacy signed by at least 
1,000 citizens of each of three-fourths of the States who are 
registered or otherwise qualified to vote in their respective 
States; and 
(2) a bond in the sum of $25, 000 which shall be forfeited 
if such person faHs to poll at least three per centum of the 
total vote in all ~tates in which preferential primaries are 
held under the provisions of this Act. 
(b ) Whenever the Board shall receive a petition which appears 
to qualify the name of a candidate for President, it shall forthwith in 
writing notify the prospective candidate of such petition and shall 
advise him that, unless he informs the Board of the withdrawal of his 
name from the ballot within ten days after receipt of such notice. or 
unless there is a failure to comply within such time as may be fixed 
by the Board therefor with the provisions of subsection (a) (2), his 
name shall appear on the ballot of his party in such Presidential 
preference pri mary in aU States which entered into agreements 
the r efor with the Board. 
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Sec. 4~ (a) Except as provided in subsection (b). each candidate 
whose name appears on the ballot in a preference primary held under 
the provisions of this .Act shall be eligible for reimbursement by the 
Board in an amount not to exceed $250. 000 for expenditures made by 
him or by any person for him with his knowledge and consent in aid or 
support of his primary campaign. 
(b) The reimbursement authorized by this section shall not be 
paid to any candidate unless--
(1) the candidate shall file with the Board, within 
twenty days after the last preference primary has been 
held, a correct and itemized account of each such 
expenditure together with the name of the person to whom 
such expenditure was made. except that only the total sum 
of expenditures for items specified in section 309 (c) of 
the Federal Corrupt Practices Act, 1925 (2 U.S. C. 248 
(c», need be stated; and 
(2) the candidate polls at least three per centum of 
the total vote in all States in which primaries are held 
under the provisions of this Act. 
Sec. 5. The Board shall by regulation specify the time within 
which the petitions referred to in secl;ion 3 shall be filed, the dates of 
such preference primaries, and other details necessary and proper to 
effectuate the purposes and provisions of this Actp but no such prefer-
ence primary may be held later than August 1 of any Presidential 
election year. 
Sec. 6. As used in this Act, the term "State" means one of the 
several States. The Board may, however, in its discretion, conduct 
preferential primaries in other areas under the jurisdiction of the 
Government of the United States, either independently or in conjunction 
with local officials. 
Sec. 7. Each member of the Board shall receive the sum of $50 
for each day or part thereof spent in the performance of his official 
duties~ The Board shall appoint and fix the rate of compensation of 
such other employees as it may from time to time find necessary for 
the proper performance of its duties. All of the expenses of the Board, 
including all necessary travel and subsistence expenses incurred by the 
members or employees of the Board under its orders, shall be paid out 
of appropriations therefor, and there is hereby authorized to be 
appropriated to the Board in each Presidential election year not to 
exceed the sum of $10, 000, 000 to carry out the purposes of this Act. 
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1st Session S. 
IN THE SENATE OF THE UNITED STATES 
Mr. MANSFIELD 
introduced the following bill; which was read twice and referred 
to the Committee on _____________________ _ 
A BILL 
To provide for the reimbursement of political parties for their radio 
and television expenditures in Presidential election campaigns. 
Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of 
the United Sta.tes of America in Congl"E"ss assembled, That, for the 
purpose of relmbur s ing political pal'ties for t ':e lr expe nditures for 
radio and televis ion broadcast time in aid or suppert of the election 
campaign of their candidates for President and Vice President, the 
Secretary of the Treasury shall pay. with respect to each Presidential 
election, from the sums appropriated pursuant to section 4--
(a) a sum not to exceed $1, 000, 000 to each political party 
whose candidates for President and Vice President receive ten per 
centum or more of the total popular vote in such election; and 
(b) a sum not to exceed $100, 000 to each political party 
whose candidates for President and Vice President receive more than 
one per centum but less than ten per centum of the total popular vote 
in such election. 
Sec. Z. Notwithstanding the foregoing provlslons of this Act, 
a political party shall not be eligible for reimbursement under such 
provisions unless --
(a) such political party submits to the Secretary of the Treasury, 
within days after the date of the election, an application for 
reimbursement accompanied by a correct and itemized statement of 
the expenditures with respect to which it seeks reimbursement; and 
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(b) the candidates of such political party for President and Vice 
President in such election shall have bee;). nominated at a convention--
(l) which was convened on or after the first day of 
September of the year in which such election is held, and 
(2) in which (i) the number of votes allotted to each 
State was equal to the number of .senators and Members of 
the House of Representatives from such S tate, (il) the n~mber 
of votes distributed among the other areas under the ju:ds-
diction of the United States did not exceed six, and (iii) 
fractional voting was not permitted. 
Sec. 3. In any case in which the candidates of any political 
party for President and Vice President are also the candidates of 
one or more other political parties, reimbursement under this Act 
shall be made only to whichever one of such political parties received 
the greatest number of popular votes. 
Sec. 4. This act shall apply to the Presidential election to 
be held in 1964 and to each such e!ection thereafter. 
Sec. 5. There is hereby authorized to be appropriated auch 
sums as may be necessary to carry out the purposes of this Act. 
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MAIN FiLE CO?Yj. 
DO NOT REMOVJI 
FOREIGN POLICY AND THE NEW ADMINISTRATION 
Speech of Senator Mike Mansfield (D " Montana) to be Delivered at the 
Duquesne University Law Alumni Banquet 
Monday, April 24, 1961, 8:00 P .M. 
Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania 
The responsibility for the conduct of our relations with 
other nations rests only with the Administration in power. The 
President assumes this responsibility when he takes office on January 
20th . But foreign policy does not come to an end with one Administra-
tiOD and begin anew with the next . The slate is not wiped clean every 
four years . There 1s a continuity of the problems which confront the 
nation from abroad and a continuity of the responses of our government 
to these problems from one Administration to another . 
Tais is not to say that a particular Administration will not 
stamp the course of foreign policy with the brand of its ovn ideas . 
The process, however, is a slow one . It is slow partly because the 
problems which we face abroad are not of our exclusive creation and, 
hence , are not amenable to our exclusive remedies . And, partly, it is 
slow because the impact of the ideas of a new Administration must per-
meate a large and complex bureaucracy within our own government before 
they make themselves felt in action on the problems to which they are 
directed. 
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We can grasp the significance of this continuity in for eign 
policy by reference to recent events in Cuba and in Laos . In the one 
instance , President Kennedy had urged an Alliance for Progress of all 
the American Republics . Within this concept, he presented a broad and 
cohesive outline for a cooperative advance in the relations of the 
nations of the Western Hemisphere. The presentation vas veIl-received 
by other Republics of the Americas . New vistas of common benefit were 
opened by it. 
Nevertheless, within ninety days of the President's taking 
office we were not yet at the beginning of this peaceful advance but 
rather face -to- face with a military crisis in Cuba brought about by 
the launching of an invasion of anti -Castro forces . Instead of being 
in a position to move forward on a new constructive approach to all of 
Latin America, the Administration vas compelled to direct its attention 
to a critical juncture in our relations with one nation of the region. 
This juncture was reached. during this Administration. But 
the roads leading to it began many months ago . The juncture represented 
the culmination of an accumulation of hostility on the part of Cuba to 
this nation and an accumulation of our responses to that hostility . 
On the other side of the globe, in Laos, something similar 
has transpired. . In fact , this situation had already reached the point 
of crisis even before the new Administration took office . It had reached 
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this stage because in preceding years a peaceful land, once remote 
from the rest of the world, had been turned into a bone of contention 
in the larger clash of ideologies and power elsewhere in the world . 
As a result the people of Laos who until recent years had scarcely 
ever heard a shot fired in anger found themselves the focal point 
of steadily converging military forces from outside . Military clashes 
in Laos which produced the immediate crisis involved but a handful of 
men . But these clashes opened fissures with large implications for 
world peace . 
The direct involvement of the Soviet Union in Laos as a 
supplier of military aid to Laotian factions was one factor in produc-
ing the crisis and a factor of comparatively recent Vintage . But it 
was preoeded by the involvement of the Chinese-supported North 
Vietnamese gov~wnent for a long time in a similar role . The sum total 
of this outside communist-involvement in the local Laotian situation 
and its progressive enlargement is not measurable . But our own progres-
sive involvement will give us some insight into the process by which 
the Laotians were plucked from the obscurity of remote Southeast Asia 
and steadily moved into a focus o~ world-wide significance. 
When I first visited Laos in 1953, there were only 2 American 
junior officials in the entire country . There was no aid program to 
speak of and, may I add, no Laotian a:rrrry to speak of, to aid. But 
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seven years later, by the time the Laotian crisis broke in fUll force 
in the very last days of the Eisenhower Administration, there were in 
Laos hundreds of U.S . officials of several agencies and departments. 
We had expended hundreds of milliolls of dollars on aid, largely for 
military purposes . We had financed the training of thousands of Laotian 
soldiers . And, finally, our own naval and other forces had conver ged in 
the general vicinity of Laos because of the steady advance of communist-
oriented Laotians in the country. This vast commitment of our resources, 
not unlike that of the Communists, had little to do with either the needs 
or realities of the situation in Laos . It had much to do with winning 
hollow propaganda victories in the cold war . 
To this Situation, too, President Kennedy brought new ideas . 
In specifics he worked with the United Kingdom and India in an effort 
to bring about a cease-fire and the neutralization of Laos . In other 
'o(Qrds, he sought to take Laos out of the cold ..rar . Left to their own 
devices , the Laotian people would ask for nothing more . From the point 
of view of the great powers this solution would mark a significant step 
towards a more rational world situation, one which anyone of them could 
take in the interests of peace with little, if any, sacrifice of signi-
ficant national interests. 
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The initial Soviet reaction to this proposal seemed favorable 
enough . Nevertheless, in the working out of the details through the 
existing channels of diplomacy, weeks of delay have ensued . 
All the while, professions of the deSire for peace in Laos 
have continued and all the while, the fighting has continued in that 
country . All the while, the jockeying for some assumed advantage has 
gone on by much the same responses with which this situation has been 
dealt for years . 
The crises in Laos and Cuba reveal vividly the continuity 
of both the problems and responses in foreign policy and the difficul-
ties of altering either overnight . Without wishing to downgrade the 
seriousness of either situation, I must emphasize, however, that they 
are but a fractional part of a larger picture . Behind Cuba stands the 
vast panorama of continuing difficulties and a continuing inadequacy 
of response to them with respect to all of Latin America. Yet this far 
more significant picture can be overlooked in a fixation on the sensa-
tional developments within the troubled island just ninety miles off 
our shores . We have managed to live with a militantly hostile Cuba 
for two years . I do not believe we could live very well for two days 
with a militantly hostile Latin America . 
Yet, what has happened in Cuba under Castro can occur in 
other Latin American countries. The seed of Castroism is compounded 
of ruthless totalitarian techniques plus messianic indigenous leadership, 
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plus support from outside this Hemisphere. It is doubtful that this 
seed can grow except in the soil of social and economic discontent. 
Unfortunately such soil covers much of Latin America, from the Caribbean 
shores down the great spine of the Andes. 
It is at least conceivable that this Hemisphere can be insulated 
from a flow from without of material support to totalitarian forces within 
but the task would be immensely difficult and costly and of only limited 
effi~acy . It is not conceivable, however, that in this day and age of 
instant and easy communications, this Hemisphere can be isolated from 
the transference of totalitarian techniques from elsewhere . Nor can 
the appearance of messianic indigenous leadership in Latin American 
countries be forestalled because what is indigenous to Latin America is 
by definition beyond the control of this nation. 
If it is to our interests- -and it is- - to prevent the spread of 
a divisive and hostile totalitarianism throughout the Hemisphere, there 
is one point at vhich a check may be feasible . That point is where a 
cooperative effort with others renders the soil of the Americas infertile 
to the seed of totalitarianism before it takes root . And in substance, 
that is the idea which the President expressed in such comprehensive 
form a few weeks ago in his speech on an Alliance for Progress in the 
Western Hemisphere . It is one thing to advance this idea. It is another 
to bring it to fruition--to promote that economic and social progress 
which alone pr omises the removal of the acids of mass discontent from 
the soil of this Hemisphere . 
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There was much to do with respect to social and economic 
conditions in Latin America before this Administration took office . 
After the recent developments in Cuba there is still much to do . Time 
was short when this Administration took over. Now it may be even shorter . 
If the situation in Latin America is to be altered so that it 
will no longer provide an incubus for totalitarianism then a great effort 
must be made along the lines of the alliance-for-progress proposal which 
the President has advanced and that effort must begin to take concrete 
form in the very near future. The effort, moreover, must be a coopera-
ti ve one because the stake of Latin Americans is far greater and more 
direct than our own and, in great part, the situation is amenable to 
change only as Latin Americans are willing to change it . But if they 
are willing to do what must be done for freedom and progress within 
their own countries, then the stake of this nation in the future of this 
Hemisphere is such that we must be prepared to join with them in the 
effort . I know that the President is so prepared. Are the rest of us 
also prepared1 If we, no less than the Latin Americans, are willing to 
face the dimensions of the difficulties and act in concert on them, then 
the President!s ideas of an Alliance for Progress can be and will be in-
terpreted into effective action . 
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Not unlike Cuba, the crisis in Laos is but the visible tip of 
a vast iceberg involving the mainland of Western Asia . It is not only 
in Laos that the conditions of peace do not yet exist . We may see them, 
there, now in striking form . But if we look beneath the tip, we will 
see that the difficulties which confront us, particularly, fork out from 
Laos into Thailand and even more so into Viet Nam . Nor do they end at 
the sea off Southeast Asia . The conditions of peace in any reliable sense 
do not exist at Formosa or in Korea any more than in Viet Nam or Laos . 
In all of these situations, the new Administration begins with what may 
best be described as the response of the holding action . Such stability 
as exists in them, in part, is knitted together with huge aid-programs 
of one kind or another, backed with a heavy deployment of our own military 
forces in the general area . 
At best, these situations will remain uncertain for some time 
to come. At best, the response which we have heretofore given to them 
will have to be continued for some time to come . It is not yet clear to 
what extent these situations can be altered in the direction of a more 
durable and less costly peace by more effective diplomacy but I am con-
fident that the President will not hesitate to bring to bear new ideas 
to that end . We shall not know the possibilities until ideas have been 
tested and, I may add, that this testing has already begun in Laos . 
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It will be a cautious process- - this testing--because the 
President is a prudent man who has uppermost in mind the security of 
this nation. It will be a slow process for reasons which I have already 
set forth . But if it is possible to achieve a more stable and less 
costly peace in the Far East, I know that the President will leave no 
stone unturned in his efforts to achieve it . 
What applies to Latin America and to the Southeast Asia and 
the Far East, applies also to Europe and to Africa. We have been in-
volved deeply in the problems of the former for a long time . In the 
last year or two we have become involved significantly in the problems 
of the latter . I shall not, t oday, go into the details of the situation 
which confronts us on these continents . Nevertheless, I would point cut 
by way of example that the division of Berlin and Germany has not dis-
appeared with the advent of a new Administration . Nor have the weaknesses 
in NATO dissolved merely because we have installed a new President . Nor 
have the Eastern European nations yet obtained that degree of national 
freedom of action which permits a full measure of contact with Western 
Europe, a condition which must prevail if there is to be a sound peace 
on that continent . 
I shall not go into detail, either, on the vastly complicated 
problems of trying to bring control over the weapons of mass destruction 
and a measure of reduction in the great burden of taxation on our people 
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and all peoples which is entailed in billions upon billions of armaments 
expenditures. These problems were complex on the day this Administration 
took office . They grow more complex 8S each day passes without the be-
ginnings of a solution . 
As with Latin America and Southeast Asia, the President may be 
expected to bring to bear new ideas on all of these problems of foreign 
policy which he inherits. Indeed, some ideas already have been initiated. 
The process of making these ideas effective, however, is, as I have already 
noted, at best a slow one . After years of close observation, moreover, I 
am personally persuaded that the machinery of this process within the 
Executive Branch of this government has grown so cumbersome and ineffective 
that there is grave danger to the principle of responsible leadership by 
the President. I would hope, therefore, that this Administration would 
proceed promptly to a thorough overhaul of the machinery of intelligence 
which functions in many Departments and Agencies in a fashion which deeply 
influences foreign policy and its conduct. 
I would hope, further, that the machinery for the countless 
secondary decisions of policy through which the President's ideas and 
""~ primary decisionsftwould be thoroughly overhauled and streamlined and 
that the preponderant responsibility in these matters would be lodged 
where it has not been for many years- - in the olice of the Secretary of 
State. 
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The difficulties which we face inthe world are immense . 
The responsibility of the President in connection with them are 
enormous . He carries the ultimate burden for all of us- -Democrats 
and Republicans alike . He has a right to expect general support in 
these matters , a support which must include, may I say, constructive 
criticism in matters of foreign policy . 
I want to say that he has had that kind of support in Congress 
for the first three months that he has been in office . He has had it 
from Democrats and Republicans alike. I am confident that he has it 
and will continue to have it from the people of the United States . 
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large defense expcndit~reG over a prQtrs.te 
economy is dependent upon defense expend u 
(CR, P.6374). 
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STATEMENT OF SENATOR MIKE MANSFIELD (D. , MJNTANA) 
lAUNCHING OF THE LEAHY 
Ladies and Gentlemen: 
MAIN FILE COF { 
DO i'<OT IUoMUYE 
July 1, 1961 
It 1s with great pleasure that I have brought a lady here to 
launch another lady . I can assure you that Mrs. Mansfield 1s an expert 
launcher . Many years ago, far from the sea, she launched me on a voyage 
in politics and government. So potent was Mrs . Mansfield ' s effort that 
I think a bit of the momentum remains despite 20 years in Congress. The 
Congress of the United States 1s sometimes a stormy sea . And to Mrs . 
Mansfield Qnd the influence of her launching, I give full credit for 
managing to stay afloat in it. 
I am proud that you have chosen her to perform this task today . 
I am also delighted that the name which shall be given to the other lady 
1s "Leahy" and that the time for her christening is so auspicious . It 
was almost 13 years ago that Admiral Leahy laid down the burdens of a 
unique office, that of Chief of Staff to the President ~lich he had borne 
so magnificently in World War II and in the difficult years thereafter • 
.4..;t- ~-f4,; T-"~ 
This post went unfilled after his withdrawal in 1949 . ~~OGW, even as 
~ I ~ M I-t-, If" 
~stenQ aere today, another distinguished servant of the nation, General 
~ 
Maxwell Taylor, iSl\asSUming similar burdens. ¥IB.Y I exprese the fervent 
hope that his COming to the Hhite House at this time will signify as much 
for the preservation of peace as Admiral Leahy's contr ibution meant to 
the achievement of victory in war. 
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Ladies and gentlemen, when we say we are here to launch a ship, 
we say what has been said countless times before on similar occasions. 
We say it with scarcely a thought of wbat lies in back of the sentence. 
It 1s to that--to vbat lies behind a launching--that I ask you 
to turn your thoughts for a moment. Think first of the tmmenae and in-
tricate labor here in thie Ship-yard, of the putting of plank on plank, 
of plate on plate. Think of the integration of skills, of heart, of brawn 
and of brain, from the beginning of the architect's drawings to this moment. 
And think, if you will, of the combination of these same factors 
which acted to produce the materials in bundreds of mines and factories, 
the materials which were brought to this yard in order that the ship could 
be assembled. How many hands, in bow many cities, in how many nations have 
already touched this ship? How many minds have combined to bring it to this 
cohesion of birth? 
What did it take to make just the compass by which this ship will 
be steered? vfuere does a compass begin? 10 a factory in Boston with a 
purchase order? Or does it begio--this compass--with the first stirrings 
of manls awareness of his difference from other life-forms? 
ADd a missile--where does a missile begin? In our decade? In 
our century? Or does it begin at that dim moment in the past 'When man 
first understood that 2+2=4? 
The name that this ship will bear; it is an illustrious name. 
It is a name and something more for it tells of other factors, factors 
of our history without which this ship would have no meaning, DO bearings. 
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Leahy 1s the War with Spain. It 1s World War 1. It 1s World THar II. 
It 1s the conflict in Korea. It ls, 1n short, a name and a symbol of 
a 11fe~dedlcated--one life 1n the millions of lives risked for a nation 
and. countlesB thousands given for it. These, too, the named and unnamed 
whose sacrifices have given form, substance and. survival to our nation 1n 
conflict, lie behind this moment, this event. 
What I am trying in a most inadequate way to say to you, Ladies 
and Gentlemen, is that when we launcn this ship, today, we set upon the 
seas more, far more, than an assemblage of inanimate materials. We put 
into the wind a repository of human civilization and of our particular 
part of it. We launch the essence of an endless flow of buman dreams and 
human hopes Bod human achievements. 
This ship is an expression of our national and our total civilized 
heritage, mankind's heritage. And it 1s this heritage which is at stake in 
the ~orld today--this heritage aDd the opportunity for generations to come 
1n this nation and in all parts of the vorld to add to it. 
It is this heritage which peac8--honorable peace--~ill preserve. 
It is this heritage which war--unbridled war--can destroy. 
May this ship, then, defend that peace and may it go always 1n 
peace on the oceans of the earth. 
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NEWS RELEASE 
Prom the Office of Senator Mike Mansfield (D. MOntana) 
Mrs. Hike Mansfield, wife of MOntana's senior Senator and Majority 
Leader of the United States Senate, will christen the new guided missile 
destroyer leader LEAHY (DLG~16) named in honor of the late Pleet Admiral 
William Daniel Leahy, United States Navy. 
The launching of the new addition to the Navy's guided missile 
fleet is scheduled to take place on July 1, 1961, at the Bath Iron Works CorN 
poration in Bath, Maine. Mrs. Mansfield will smash the traditional bottle of 
champagne across the ship's bow as it starts dawn the building ways, a tradi-
tion of long standing in the Navy. 
The 7000 ton ship honors the man who is perhaps bes t known as the 
distinguished advisor to President Pranklin D. Roosevelt. Fleet Admiral Loahy 
served our Nation well in many capacities, as a Naval Officer, a public servant, 
and for a time a8 Ambassador to Prance. Admiral Leahy Wa8 decorated many times 
by both the United States and numerous foreign governments. He died July 20, 
1959. 
The LEAHY, 533 feet long with a fifty~three and one~half foot 
beam, will be the longest ship ever launched at the Bath Iron Works shipyard. 
She will also be the first to be launched of a new class. Ei ght other ships 
in this class are now under construction. 
When completed LEARY will carry two dual Terrior missile launchers, 
a supersonic 8urface~to-air guided missile with a solid fuel rocket motor. 
The twenty~seven foot long missile weighs about 3000 pounds and has a lethal 
range of over ten miles. The ship will carry anti-submarine rocket weapons, 
conventional 3 inch 50 caliber guns and torpedo tubes. She will be equipped 
with a helicopter landing platform and will have the most modern search aod 
detection equipment for use against both air and underwater enemy targets. 
6/17/61 
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STATEMENT OF SENATOR MIKE MANSFIELD (D. , MONTANA ) 
FOREIGN AID -- 1961 
Mr . Presi dent : 
tJe are no~ on the verge of a final vote on the foreign aid 
program. The bill1 in its present form, is substantially that which 
was reported by the Committee. I think it is a good bill which, if 
it is generally susteined in House, points the way to significant 
improvement in the effectiveness of the aid-program and the saving 
of public funds on this enterprise in the years ahead. 
However, I think we should bear in mind that, with this bill, 
we will have merely paved the ~ay. On other occasions we have 
thought that ~e had set the course for major improve~~nt only to 
discover later that little had changed. In point of fact, the 
major action we have taken, that is, the ne~ method of loeg-range 
financing upon which so much of the hope for emendation is based, 
affects directly only a segment of the aid-program. It affects 
only loans to other nations which are repayable to us . I would 
caution, therefore, against expecting very much from the change 
which we have made in this aspect of the program unless ther e are 
far-reaching changes in other aspects . Of this aid-author ization1 
$1 .2 billion 15 involved in the Development Loan Fund . The diffi-
culties of the aid-program, in the past, have rarely been associated 
with loans but r ather with ftCants which form the major part of this 
$4 billion dollar ald-b111--the part which is not repayabl e, the 
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part for which we shall go on making annual appr opriations. The 
basic problems of the aid-program, ltir. President, go much deeper 
than how we may finance lending operations . They go largely to 
the grant aspect of this program. 
I base this observation, Mr . President, on years of parti-
cipation in Committee in hearings on Foreign Aid. I have watched 
old spokesmen for the program go and Dew spokesmen arrive- -
Republicans and Democrats both . I have listened to any number of 
Presidential messages and debates on this subject. I bave inquired 
in depth into the program i n special and subcommittee study, as one 
Senator trying to do his job . 
As the Senate knows, I have been critical of foreign aid 
for a long time . I remain critical. I remain critical even 
though the legislation this year is sponsored by an administration 
of my own party . 
I remain critical not because improvement cannot flov from 
the revisions in the Act which have been engineer ed by the Committee 
on Foreign Relations . I r emain critical because the folloving con-
clusion has become steadily more inescapabl e over the years: The 
Congress can alter this program drastically or abolish it with a 
meat-ax but no matter how this Act is drawn or redrawn, legislation 
can never pr ovide more than a small part of a discrim1nating answer 
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to the diffic.llties of foreign aid. What matters far more in finding 
that kind of answer is how the program is fitted into our foreign 
policies and how effective those policies are in the first place. What 
matters far more is how the aid-program is carried out in the enormous 
detail of a dministration, day in and day out, month in and month out, 
ye ar in and year out . 
In these terms, Mr .... Jresident. there is not yet an assurance 
of a new approach to foreign aid. rhere is not yet an assurance that 
foreign aid will be shaped to the purpose s of foreign policy rather than 
continue as a kind of soporific for our diplomacy. rhere is not yet 
an assurance that the realistic possibilities of aid will be separated 
from the jumble of illusory expectations and that these possibilities 
alone will be pursued with vigor and dispatch. There is not yet an 
assurance that the complex. costly. cumbersome over-adIninistration 
of the program will be made more effective. 
rhere is not yet assurance on any of these points {Ol" the simple 
reason that performance alone. not words, can provide such assurance. 
And, at this point in. a new adIninistration there can only be the words. 
the promise that changes--essential changes--will be made in foreign 
aid. not the performance itse lf. That promise. indeed. is to be found 
b the President's message. It is to oe found in the informed efforts 
of the Committee on F oreign k elations to give the .?resident the kind of 
legis lation which he must have to bring about the essential changes. 
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On the basis of that promise. I -t.Jliel'la '8 support fully the 
le g i s lation which the Committee has reported. 
In all frankness. a promise of change. alone. might not have 
been sufficient to persuade me to this position except in present 
circumstances. Does the Senator from Montana support it. then, 
only because he happens to be Majority L eader? Is he under some 
obligatiott to sllpport it because he i 8 speaking for the Administration 
in the Senate? As the 3enate knows, I have had occasion recently 
to speak not as Majority L eader but as a Senator from Montana. on the 
Berlin que s tion. I shol.lld not he sitate to apeak asain in that same 
capacity on tnis matter or any other, if it seemed to me necessary do 
do 80. 
No. Mr. ? reaident, I so.lpport this measure not becallse I happen 
to be Majority .i...Jeader. I s..lpport it because I believe an aid-program, 
altered in concept and in administration, is vital to the security and 
welfare of the nation. And it should be noted, Mr. Pre sident. that the 
word, vital. does not appear very frequently in my remarks in the 
Senate. 
If I am prepared to Sllpport this program on the promise of change 
rather than insisting upon the actuality of change, it is because two 
decades of participation have taught me something of the operations 
of this government. E very experienced member of this body knows that 
an orderly alteration in an undertaking of the magnitude and complexity 
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of the aid-program is not going to be brought abou.t in six months 
or a year. rhat is the case no matter how far- sighted or determined 
may be the political leadership of this Administration or any other. 
rhe simple truth is that the aid-program which was presented 
to Congress this year is not significantly different in substance from 
that of the previous year, despite the change in party Shingles o n the 
door of the .zxec ..ltive Branch. It is different only in its promise of 
change. and that is the only way in which it can be different at this 
time. The simple truth is that the preponderant detail of this year's 
program was drawn up last year under the last Administration and by 
essentially the same permanent civil and military officials. 
This simple tr\lth m\lst oe noted, Mr. President, not in criticism 
of the previous Administration nor of the incumbent Administration nor 
of the permanent functionarie s. This simple truth must oe noted 
beca\lse we must call the cards honestly if we are to recast the aid 
program so that it will indeed serve the interests of the nation more 
effectively. 
What this simple truth means is that the previous Administration 
recognized and the present Administration has confirmed, on an initial 
examination of the state of foreign relations, tnat the intere sts of the 
nation in the world require the aid-program to continue. 
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Nir own view is that there is a second truth which we need to recognize. 
It is that the aid-program m;J.st continlJe but in an altered form. as 
countless informed criticsnmany in this body--have noted time am 
again. And to these two ooservations. I wOl.lld add a third: rhe 
alterations in the aid-program. if they are to safeguard rather than 
disrupt the interests of the nation, can only be promised at this time 
of the new Administration. II they were more than promised, if they 
were changes signed. sealed and delivered at this point, they would 
probably be either insignificant changes or devastating changes. 
Believe me, Mr. President. no member of this cody is more 
convinced than the Senator from Montana--the Majority L eader--of 
the need for change in the aid-program. I am not unaware of the high 
content of futility. confusion. inertia. waste and worse which has 
existed in this program for a long time. 
It is understandable that some, seeing these shortcomings. year 
after year, are moved to apply this year. the drastic remedy of 
abolition. On this ground. there will undoubtedly be votes cast 
against final passage of the bill. 
And there will be others who will see only the expenditure abroad 
of three or four billions of the tax-payers money. they will be moved 
to opposition on this ground. their opposition deepened oy a scattering 
of examples of wasteful or luxurious undertakings in this country or 
that abroad. financed by the aid-program. They will be appalled and. 
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properly so, particularly as they contrast examples of extravagance 
abroad with the backlog of unfilled needs at home or the deficit in the 
budget. And they. too. will be moved to vote against the oill on final 
passage. 
rhat, of COllrse, is the privilege of every Senator, to vote 
against thi S oill. 
In all honesty. Mr. ? resident. I should like nothing more than 
to be able to tell the citizens of my state and the nation that I had just 
voted to ellt three or fO;lr oi11ion5 of spending out of the budget. bven 
more, Mr. President, I should like to be able to tell them that I had 
performed this feat without affecting adversely a single F ederal service 
to any state. 
I cO'J.ld do that, Mr. Pre sident, if I cast a vote against the 
foreign aid bill. It would not be an untruth. It would oe, rather, a 
fraction of the truth. I would not have told the whole story. I would 
have to add. if I wished to tell the whole story, that I had voted to save 
these three or four oillion dollars on foreign aid at the gravest risk to 
the security of the nation. I would have to tell them that in voting 
against foreign aid. I had also voted to bring about drastic upheavals 
in South Korea, in South Viet Nam , in Formosa. in Turkey, in Iran 
and Bolivia and. at least the gravest of political difficulties in Thailand, 
Pakistan, Spain and Greece and other nations. I would have to tell them 
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that I had created a situation whereby there would oe no choice but to 
watch many of these situations collapse or to send United States 
combat forces into them to try to shore them up. 
Nor would that yet oe the whole truth. 1 should have to add, 
Mr. President. that 1 had voted for catastrophic economic dislocations 
and famine. disease and pestilence in many free nations and, also. for 
a world-wide financial panic whose effects would be most acutely felt 
in Japan and Western Europe out Yhose repercussions 'M)uld reach 
even into the United States. 
Finally. I would have to tell the citizens of my state and the 
nation that I had voted to close Anlerican military bases in many parts 
of the world and to undermine the whole system of alliances by which, 
for a decade or more, we have sought to defend the security of the nation 
and to keep open the prospects for freedom in peace in large areas of 
the world. 
And after having listed all these conseglJ.ences of my vote against 
this oill, I would still have to admit that I had not told quite the whole 
story. A postscript would be necessary. I would have to say that I 
acted to bring abollt these drastic conseq"uences at a time when a new 
Administration was just beginning to grasp the reins of direction over 
the sprawling bureaucracy of this government, at a time when this new 
Adlninistration was confronted with a whole series of ripening inter-
national crises building even at this very moment towards an apex at Berlin. 
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It might be, ?vir. President, that I would not wish to burden th.e 
citizens of the nation with this long and vexatious account of the conse-
quences of my vote against foreign aid. It might be that I would find 
no point in stuffi.lg them with these troublesome facts of international 
life in our times. In that case, Mr. President, 1 could save their 
time and mine. spare their nerves and mine, if 1 told them merely 
that I had saved them three or four billion by my vote on foreign aid, 
and then. did my part for the security of the nation by insisting that 
the President use no diplomacy whatsoever but simply stand BUll at 
Berlin and stop the communists wherever they appeared, whether in 
Laos, South Viet Nam. the Cong 0 or Pat.aEJ)nia. 
Exaggeration. Mr. President? I do not think so. Is there 
anyone in this body W .IO does not believe that the most drastic political 
consequences would flow from a sudden cessation of grants of aid to 
Korea. Viet Nam. !'~ ormosa, Turkey, Iran, Bolivia. Thailand. Pakistan, 
Spain and Creece? And is the Senate not aware that of the total of 
$3 billion-odd in grants of military and economic assistance, originally 
sought in this legislation by the I:..xecutive Branch. $1. 5 billions, was 
earmarked for just the se ten nations while the remainder of the grants 
was scattered in relatively small amounts among more than 50 other 
nations? 
I shall not play upon the fear s of the Senate by saying that all 
these countries will go to the Communists if we do not pass this measure. 
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The Senate can be assured. however, that in some instances. it is 
no idle fear. What I do say to the Senate is that these 10 nations, 
and a few others are the crux of the grant aspect of this program. It 
is these nations which have developed a direct and heavy dependence 
upon American aid. It is the se nations which would be affected to 
their very vitals by sudden termination of the program. What 1 do 
say to the Senate is that the entire position of these nations and their 
relationship with the United States would undergo a sudden and 
incalculable change if this bill were not passed. 
What kind of make-believe world are we living in if we can lead 
ourselves to believe that the situation. at least in the 10 nations I have 
enumerated. would not alter virtually overnight and our relations with 
them turn upside down if we were to withdraw the king -pin of aid? 
And what is a vote against this bill but a vote to withdraw the king-pin? 
Some will see clearly these consequences. But they will assert 
that it is better to face the collapse of the situations and other world-
wide repercussions rather than to go on with this unsatisfactory device 
of aid and the continued drain on our resources which it entails. 
I respect the honesty of that position, Mr. Jresident, but I most 
respectfully disagree with it. 1 disagree with it because I do not 
believe this nation can long anchor its life of freedom and plenty in a 
vast sea of hopeless human misery, political chaos and deepening 
tyranny. In the world which we now know, lv.r. President, a world 
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part~~ with us, friendly or, 
at worst. indifferent. we are compelled to military expenditures 
T-
on our own armed forces which consume 60,APercent of the budget 
~"D~ 
of this government, • tf h.l1i:e .. ..annually. What would that percentage 
be. Mr. President, in a world in which the greater part were allied 
elsewhere. hostile or, at best. indifferent? Eighty percent of the 
budget? 90 per~nt? How many billions, then, for defense, Mr. President, 
$60 billions? $70 billions? $80 billions? Living day in and day out 
in a military camp. mobilized at constant readiness for an attack 
upon us, how far would we ourselves have moved from freedom? And 
what. then, of the spending in Washington? Spending, not for the 
unemployed or for the aged or for schools or for roads or for the 
countless other human needs of this nation; but spending for the 
dubious privilege of maintaining an uncertain foothold on the edge 
of a hostile world? 
No, Mr. Pre sident, I cannot see that the answer to the patent 
shortcomings of the aid·program lies in the drastic surgery of total 
excision. I cannot see it. for I see as the only alternative in present 
international circumstances something approaching a garrison State 
in this nation. U there is any other alternative, it seems to me that 
it is a responsibility on the part of those who advocate this remedy 
to enlighten those of us who do not. 
May I say that I can understand the concern of some Members 
who are persuaded to this solution of abolition of aid. I share the 
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concern without endorsing the solution. And I stress to the Senate 
that there are grounds, enormous grounds for concern in the manner 
in which the aid-program has unfolded in recent years. 
v{ho in this body should not feel concern when in country after 
country, after years of this program since the Marshall Plan, grants 
of aid from this nation remain the critical factor in maintaining 
internal stability, and the end of this process is not yet in sight? 
We use words loosely, Mr. President, if we call this condition by 
any name other than a form of dependency. And it is not in the 
interests of this nation or freedom that any other nation remain 
indefinitely in a state of dependency on aid-grants from the United 
3tates . It is not in the interests of the peoples of the recipient nations. 
Who in this body should not feel concern when hundreds of 
millions of aid goes to governments which have not met or are 
unwilling to meet honest tests of public acceptance in their own 
countries? Who in this body should not feel concern when the gap 
between the luxurious life of the few in and around governments and 
the poverty- striken life of the millions in aid- receiving nations doe s 
not begin to close and, all too frequently, the beneficial impact of 
the bulk of our assistance is limited to the few? 
Who in this body should not feel concern at the manner in 
which the military aid program has developed? In theory, military 
aid ought to be bound up directly with our own defense needs. At least. 
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it began that way. Mr. ?resident. It Degan with what seems to me 
to have been a reasonable strategic relationship with free nation8 
involved in the defense of the Atlantic region. and with certain key 
countries elsewhere--a total of perhaps 15 or 20 nations at the 
outside. .aut military aid during the last few years has sprawled into 
at:ot: 50 nations and. often. brought in its wake the need for 
massive infusions of economic grants to support military e8tablis~ 
ments, built and sustained by military aid. It has sprawled in, with 
all the costly trappings of bureaucracy and it has immersed us 
inevitably in the internal affairs of nation after nation whose 
connection with our military defense is often vague or non-existent. 
F rom a concept of close strategic relationship with our defense, 
military aid has now moved to an enlarged base of justification which 
equates the maintenance of internal stability in nations almost every-: 
where on the globe with our security. That, Mr. President, in my 
opinion, is a most dangerous doctrine, particularly in nations where 
the gross and long~ standing neglect of human needs ha s crea ted 
situations of inevitable and massive internal instability. 
We must ask, Mr. President: Is this intelligent s trate gy or 
is it simply Parkinson's law with a vengeance? Is any member of 
this body familiar with even one government which, having requested 
military aid, was refused it on the grounds that there was no clear 
connection with our defense? Surely, Mr. President, there must be 
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one nation somewhere in this world which seeks military aid but 
whose relationship to our defense is 80 remote that it does not 
warrant the expenditure of millions of dollars of tax-payers' fund 
for equipping its armed forces. 
Vie must ask, Mr. President: Have we underwritten our own 
security by this process? Or have we undermined our security by 
a wholesale and indiscriminate commitment of the prestige and 
resources of this nation in this obscure land or that which may 
come within the eager reach of bureaucracy? 
These questions should indeed bring concern in the Senate. 
They give striking cause for concern when we consider them, specifi-
cally, in connection with the situation in Laos. I have some first-
hand familiarity with that situation, Mr . .?resident. I was there when 
in 1953 there were only two American officials in the entire country. 
I watched the haphazard wholesale bureaucratic involvement, not of 
one agency but of several, deepen over the years. I urged time and 
again against this course. But the bureaucracy grew and the millions 
of dollars in grants multiplied in 1955, '56. '57. '58. '59 and '60. fhis 
growth helped to tighten the noose around an effective policy. It helped 
to smother the possibility of a sensible diplomacy of limited contact with 
this remote situation by involving this nation ever more deeply in 
Laotian internal affairs. We gave Laotian leaders labels--some 
correct. some incorrect--and then becaxne obsessed with the labels we 
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gave them. And now, seven years later. after the steady flow of 
thousands of civilian and military officials, after the parade of 
private contractors building this or that at millions of dollars of 
cost, after the pilgrimage of inspectors, consultants and what-not. 
more than three-hundred-and-fifty millions of dollars of the tax-
money of the American people later, we are back to diplomacy in 
Geneva in an effort to find a solution to this situation which has 
become far more difficult to deal with than it was when the inval vernent 
began. 
And should the Senate not be concerned. Mr. President, by 
the events in Korea? Can we feel anything else but concern when we 
recall the great sacrifice. of Americans, Koreans and others to keep 
South Korea free and see now where we have arrived? It is eight years 
after these great human 1088es culminated in the truce in 1953. It is 
$4 billion dollare in grants after the truce in South Korea. 
What has been wrought by this immense effort. Mr. President? 
We must ask that question. We can no longer sweep the doubts under 
the rug. Vie cannot take umbrage in shifting the re sponsibility 
elsewhere. For if there is any area in the world where our influence, 
the influence of the aid-program has been immense and overwhelming 
it has oeen South Korea during the last 7 or 8 years. 
We know what was achieved by the conflict. Mr. President; 
the hope of freedom was kept alive in South Korea. But what has been 
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done with the years since this achievement? 
What has been wrought, Mr. President. out of the billions 
of aid since the truce? We must ask that question, even though the 
:ommuaists are poised across the border at the 38th parallel. It 
is no answer to say that in a critical situation of this kind or in 
Laos or in others, the less said the better and then go on in the 
same pattern. VIe cannot accept silence on these burning questions. 
We cannot ignore these matters any longer. 
rhere are grave risks, Mr. President, in speaking out at a 
time of confrontation with the GOmn').unists in horea no less than 
elsewhere. but the gravest risk of all is to find in this confrontation 
an excuse for not examining and correcting our own shortcomings. 
Korea has revealed a dangerous pattern into which the aid-
process is interwoven in certain underdeveloped nations. The pattern, 
is this, Mr. President: poverty and want--instability--Communist 
or other pressures--U. S. aid--public corruption--weak civilian 
government--the response of military dictatorship. 
The pattern i8 stark and clear in Korea but its applicability is 
by no means confined to that buffeted nation. V,re will ignore the 
implications of that pattern only at our own peril, only at great cost 
in wasted aid, only at the risk of repeated blows to the stature, the 
dignity and ultimately the safety of this nation. I say to this Senate. 
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that if the only answer that freedom can give to communism is the 
dead-end of military JJ.nta then we have given no answer at all. And 
it borders on the disgraceful to suggest in the land of the Declaration 
of Independence, and the Sonstitution. in a land which fought through 
,"{orld War II. without doing violence to the rights of its citizens, 
that this is the only answer which can be given. 
For a moment in historic time, the last-ditch device of military 
dictatorship may give a respite from both the threat of communism 
and frustration with the complexities of freedom but the tide of history 
will not wait much longer than that moment. No matter how grim the 
circumstances, we will either divorce ourselves from or change 
this pattel1l, of which the aid-program has become an interwoven 
element. or we will face the gravest of consequences in the years 
ahead. The answer to communism is responsible freedom and not 
some other form of tyranny in the name of anti-communism or any 
other ism. If we are to use the device of foreign aid at all, we had 
better see to it that those who administer it understand that elementary 
truth. 
Let me make clear, Mr. President, that 1 do not mean every 
nation receiving aid must reproduce the forms of freedom which have 
evolved in this nation or Western Europe. But there are certain funda-
mentals of freedom which cannot be ignored without robbing the word of 
its meaning. There must be the expressed consent of those governed and 
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the right of peaceful dissent. There must be respect and safeguards 
for the dignity of the human personality. Where these do not exist. 
freedom does not exist, and in these situations. the aid-program treads 
on dangerous grounds. particularly in its massive military and economic 
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~----
aspects, regardless of how worthy may be its objectives. 
Mr .... ~re8ident. I could go on in this vein. citing case after 
case for concern with the aid-program. I could note this road-project 
or that. crumpling in some obscure country a year or two after millions 
were spent to complete it. I could refer to evidences of unbridled 
incompetence or extravagance. of improper practices. of expensive 
experts piled on expensive experts-- scurrying back and forth and 
producing unused reports flowing in an endless stream to files and 
storage warehouses.Jof any number of other specific and expensive 
faults. 
Errors of this kind can be made in foreign aid, Mr. President. 
some excusable, some inexcusable. I dare say that in this re spect, 
the agency which administers the aid-program has not been mucn 
different than a score of others and under far more difficult circumstances. 
But these errors, Mr. President, do not go to the heart of the matter 
as it confronts the Senate. 
The heart of the matter is that foreign aid cannot be terminated 
abruptly without producing the most catastrophic consequences for this 
nation. And the heart of the matter, too, is that foreign aid must change 
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or, in the end it may still produce catastropnic consequences for 
this nation. 
Time is running out, Mr. President, in which to convert this 
program into al certain asset for freedom and for the security of 
thi s nation. 
It seems to me that we shall have a better chance. perhaps a 
last chance. to bring about this conversion if we grasp, now. at the 
beginning of a new Administration, some of the lines of essential 
alteration. Indeed. changes of this nature are suggested in the 
President's message and the '::ornmittee's report. If 1 may summarize 
and elaborate. I would suggest that the revision of this program needs 
be built on these premises: 
(1) Aid Grants--as distinct from loans or Point IV technical 
assistance--ought to be most carefully used as a direct supplement 
of our foreign policies. Vie must seek constantly. through diplomatic 
initiatives. the adjustment of this nation's role in and relations with 
changing and evolving parts of the world, adjustments which will 
permit a reduction in grants of military and economic aid, without 
jeopardizing peace or security. We must not rest content with any 
existing situation whose stability is heavily dependent on the indefinite 
continuance of this form of assistance from the United States. 
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(2) Military aid must shrink in orderly fashion until it 
becomes again what it was originally intended to be, a direct am 
vital strategic link in the military defense of this nation. Except 
in these terms, it seems to me that this program rests on most 
tenuous grounds. We must, indeed. question whether it is in our 
inte re ata or in the inte re 5t8 of the people of re cipient countrie s if this 
aid serves only vaguely as a link in our defense and very specifically 
as an instrument for promoting internal stability in other lands. 
In short, what 1 am suggesting, Mr. President. is that we must 
actively discourage, not encourage. other governments from seeking 
or depending upon military aid from this nation. This aid should be 
extended with the greate st reluctance and caution and not with an 
t& 
eagerness ...-plunge this nation into the internal affairs of others. 
1 know there is risk in this course. rhis country or that may fall 
to a government which is :;ommunist or otherwise antagonistic towards 
-;;t,to..:t 
us. But it ought to be clear by now that" risk remains even if we do 
supply military aid. as witness ':uba, Viet Nam. and Laos. 
Covernments which do not meet the reasonable needs of their 
peoples cannot long endure. If they fall. the consequences to this 
nation. are likely to be far more adverse in those countries which 
have been supplied with significant military aid than in those which have 
not. 
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(3) Where we are deeply immersed in supplying grants of 
economic or suppot'tin g aid of one kind or another. year in and year 
out. we must act to reduce and end this dependency. not in a day. not 
in a year but as rapidly as possible. This is partly the task of 
creative diplomacy. as 1 have already indicated. But it is also 
the task of a wise. dedicated and indefatigable administration of 
the aid - program itself. with the ooject of ending the dependency. 
We must develop, together with recipient nations. clear-cut. finate 
and definable objectives for grants of aid. We must insist upon 
sacrifices on the part of those wao can make them in the recipient 
nations. sacrifices which match those of our own people who foot 
the bill for aid. We must develop plans of action which induce an 
ever-increasing irnput of initiative and effort on the part of recipients 
and a steady reduction in aid-grants on the part of thisl nation. 
(4) YVe must re-examine the present complex of what are the 
small and essentially altruistic expressions of the aid-program. namely. 
our large contributions to the total funds for the United Nations 
technical assistance and related activitie s. the Point IV Technical 
Assistance Program and the new Peace Corps concept. All of these 
efforts have great merit in themselves but one would hope. Mr. President. 
that we shall make certain that we use to be st advantage the tens of 
millions of dollars that flow tnrough these separate channels in terms 
of maximum advantage to the nations into which they flow and, in terms 
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of long-range goodwill. U there is one part of the aid-program which 
should act to kindle warm, human. friendly contact between the 
people of this nation and people elsewhere. it is this type of activity. 
(5) In our own interests as well as in the intereste~! peace we 
must encourage and welcome the widest possible international 
participation in assisting Ilnderdeveloped nations to move forward 
more rapidly in economic and social progress, We are trying to do 
that. of course, with respect to Western E urope. But there is room 
for more giving in some of the nations of that region. Indeed there 
is room for more giving on the part of nations everywhere. 
In this connection. it sho\lld be noted that there was a time, 
not very long ago. when the mere prospect of 30viet assistance to 
non-communist countries was viewed as little short of disastrous on the 
part of those who administered our own aid-affairs. The Congress was 
spurred to appropriations for the aid-program on the grounds that we 
had to compete with the kussians in this process. Yet the Russians 
have given aid to India. rhey have given aid to E gypt and elswhere 
and the world has not collapsed in any of these places. Indeed, there 
seems to be even a measure of correlation between the pre sence of Soviet 
aid-administrators in, and the improvement of our relations with, 
certain nations in A sia and Africa. 
It seems to me utterly essential that the people of this nation not 
be pressured into larger appropriations for the aid-program by this 
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tactic. The tactic not only undae s much of the intrinsic worth of 
the program by giving it a motivation which is transparent even to 
children, out it places this nation in the position of being presured 
into ever larger grants of aid. 
We must do what must be done in foreign aid, not on the basis 
of a competition with the Soviet Union to see who can get there first 
with the most wide-open hand. We must do what must be done on the 
basis of what reasonably serves the interests of the people of this 
nation and the people of recipient nations. what serves freedom and 
peace. Other nations must act as they see fit. If they believe it 
really serves their interests to accept Soviet aid and they get it. I see 
no cause for panic on our part. 
These observations would seem to be so elementary as not to 
require discussion in the 3enate. Yet. it is evident that much that is 
elementary needs discussing if this program is to be improved. 
(6) Finally. Mr. President. grants of military and economic 
aid. partic~larly. must be administered as instruments of foreign 
relations on the basis of policies determined first and last by the 
.President and the Secretary of State. Jur diplomacy must be free to. 
and must be spurred to seek to reduce the need for this aid. It must 
cease to serve as a kind of spearhead or errand boy for the introduction 
of this type of assistance into more and more nations. 
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Within the administrative structure of the aid program itself 
there must be a complete overhaul of concepts. technique s, and. if 
necessary, of personnel in order to make certain that the program 
doe s become a controlled instrument of policy in fact as well as in 
words . And. finally. if aid is to be an effective instrument. there 
must be a vast simplification and streamlining of the administrative 
processes themselves. 
Mr. President, in my opinion. changes along these basic lines 
must be achieved and they must be achieved promptly. ,Jur security 
is at stake. ,)ur stature as a responsible and prudent nation is at 
stake . Prevention of the waste of enormous amounts of public funds 
is at stake. 
Some may inquire. then, why should the 5enate no~dow to 
save more of these funds by cutting the authorization reported by 
AM!-
the ::::ommittee? And indeed. why should the Senate no~proceecLaJ) 
on the Floor to write into law these oasic changes which I have been 
discussing? 
I revert to what I said at the outset of my r~marks. I am 
satisfied. Mr. President. tha~>Foreign Relations ~ommittee 
has done with this bill constitutes what can be prudently and wisely 
done by legislative action at this time. I would not hesitate to accept 
the combined judgment of that group of men against any other, including 
the past or pre sent administrators of this program. as to what 
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legislation will be most useful. Their year-in, year-out consideration 
of this measure has given them an understanding and knowledge of aid_~ 
which is unexcelled in this body or in this governme nt. 
The balance of the task of alteration. as I see it, Mr. President. 
must be carried out by the President and the Administration. With 
a new President and a new Administration, the opportunity for con-
structive change does exist. rhe president is prepared and determined 
to do the job that must be done. It is essential that he have every 
reasonable opportunity to do it. If Senators--regardless of party--
desire that this program be altered. as, clearly. it must be altered, if 
Senators desire that significant amounts of public funds be saved in 
the years ahead, .....a thout jeopardy to the nation l s security and interests, 
they will support this bill .... i .... s cnilrge d from '0' 
Mr. President, I have spoken, today, at great length and with 
the utmost frankness. I hope that in doing so I have not given personal 
offense to anyone in tbe Senate. the Administration or in friendly nations 
abroad. Certainly that was not my intention. But there comes a time. 
Mr .. President, when it is necessary to risk misunderstanding in order 
to further a greater understanding. when facing facts must take precedent 
over saving face. That time, I believe, is now, for the foreign aid 
program. 
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THE PRESENT CRISIS IN INTERNATIONAL RELATIONS 
I have recently come back from a visit of several weeks 1n the 
state which I serve 1n the Senate . It was, as it always is, a rewarding 
experience to leave Washington aod to go home . 
I do not believe that the people of Mo~tana are mu~h different 
1n their broad concerns than are the people of Virginia. There is, 1n 
Montana, aDd I have nO doubt t!:lat there 1s here and elsewhere !n the nation, 
an increasing interest 1n fall-out shelters and other means of survival in 
the event of a naclca: war. It is an understandable interest in the light 
of the intensification of the international crisis. 
A nuclear conflict may be unthinkable but it is becoming more 
aud more apparent that it 16 not impossible . Since that is the C&6e , the 
people of the nation are wise to consider its implications . It is prudent 
also to try to anticipate the physical conse~u~nces of such a conflict and 
possible antidotes . People are doing a good deal of serious thinking along 
these lines despite the frivolity with which the subject is sometimes treated. 
I would certainly not vish to discourage sober efforts in the 
field of civil defense by communities of individuals. NeYertheless, it 
seems to me essential that we gu!l.rd against stimulating a national hysteria 
by a cO!lll!.erc1al explOitation of this legitimate national concern . It seems 
to me es~ential, too, thP.t we gua!'d against accepting the fall-out shelter 
as an end in itself when it is, at beet, a last ditch effort of sheer 
physical survi'lal. In short, we must avoid developing a national obsession 
with b1U'rowing :I.n the ground, and, in the p]:'oceas, exclude what may be more 
fru1~ful ways of dealing with intercational difficulties . In the last 
analysis a cover of earth overhead may preserve the strain of human life 
but it will scarcely preserve a ~y of life--the way of life which we and 
peoples elsewhe::e have evolved over many centuries of c1.vilized exif3tence . 
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That is the central fact to which we must hold if we are to live 
up to our responsibilities as rational men and women in the days ahead. 
We owe to cOming generations a ricber heritage than a landscape of fall-out 
shelters. We owe to them the green fields and clear skies. We owe to them 
a world which is reasonably safe for the Acropolis and the Parthenon, for 
Rome, Paris, London and Washington and, in all humanity, for Moscow and 
Peking. We owe to them a world in which freedom 1s still a word with mean-
ing. We shall not leave them that heritage if we now abandon hope for a 
life which 1s livable above the ground. 
I realize, as do you, that the international problems which 
presently cloud the hope are immense. They are the problems which stand 
in the way of a decent, durable peace--in many parts of the vorld. They 
are, essentially, the same problems which have haunted the globe for many 
years and, in some cases, for decades. What is different for us is that 
many of them are reaching, simultaneously, a most critical stage at a time 
when science has produced capacities for destruction which are already 
overwhelming and when 00 part of the earth is insulated against vast, if 
not, total devastation. In short, the margin for error in major inter~ 
national issues has almost ceased to exist if we mean to preserve, let 
alone extend in a recognizable and continuing form, the civilization which 
we now koow. 
We can see these issues in sharp relief at Berlin. We can see 
them in Southeast Asia. We can see them in the Congo. We can see them 
in the United Nations. We can see them in the failure of the effort to 
end nuclear bomb-tests. And we will sense them, if we can~ot see them, 
in the radioactive fall-out which v1l1 continue to rain down on the earth 
for a long time in the aftermath of the recent Soviet bomb-tests. 
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I think that as a nation, it is esseotial that we try to under -
stand these a.::ui similar international dlf f !cult1es 1n a deep21.' perspective 
t han that which is normall y provided by a radio news br ief or a newspaper 
headline~ For beneath each of these and other dramatic clashes is a vast 
complex of difficulties . The deeper our perspective, the gJ.'eater the 
chance that we shall fiQd some answers to the difficulties which will be 
mor e satisfactor y than tall-out shelters, whether they be simple or deluxe 
medels . 
Berlin, for example, 1s more than a question of an East-West 
clash over a city, a wall, an escape, a place to test wills . In a far 
more slgo1ficaut sense it 1s a s~bol of the failure of total victory in 
World War II to produce the conditions of total peace in Europe . It is 
also a symbol of a Germany divided against itself. The larger division 
of Germany is, in itself, a symbol of a divided Europe. All of these 
divisions, from that of a city to that of a continent intermesh one with 
another on gears of fea:". There ere German feB!'6 of the East . There are 
Polish, Czech and other fears of Germanyo There are NoA.T~O. fears of 
the Warsa-,., Pact forces snd similar fears in reverse. ~here are capitalist 
fears of communism and co~ist fears of capitalism and sccialist fears 
of both . There is freedom's antipathy to totali+~ianism and the totali -
tarian hatred of freedom . 
All these and other difficulties converge at Ber lin i n a direct 
and hostile confrontation of milito....-y forc~s . It is no an6wel' to t hese 
deeper difficulties to repeat the ph' .. ase tlstanding firm," as though it 
wer e eome litany which would zxorcise them . Nor is it an answer to them 
to build a we~l as the Communists have done . A wall does not even 
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obliterate the difficulties much less does it resolve them. It is becoming 
clearer each day, as serious incidents multiply, that both the phrase and 
the wall act not to reduce but to intensify the difficulties. 
It seems to me that there is a responsibility on the part of 
rational men and women to think beyond "standing firm," and dividing walls, 
visible or invisible. Of course, we must stand firm when we are challenged 
but we must not stand, struck dumb, 8S events erode the very ground on 
which we are standing. There 1s a responsibility to do more than to stand 
firm . There is a responsibil1ty to explore \lays which might deal \lith the 
unnatural breeches in a City, nation and continent and to try to act on the 
basis of what these explorations reveal . 
The responsibility is not ours alone . It is a shared responsi-
bility but it is vital responsibility for us no less than others. As it 
is discharged and only as it is discharged in all earnestness in contact 
aod in negotiation, by all the parties concerned can we even hope for a 
lifting of the cloud of incipient destruction which hovers over Europe and 
spreads throughout the world . 
In this connection, may I say that there is just as much danger 
of error in the assumption of too great a responsibility by either the 
United states or the Soviet Union as there is in the assumption of too 
little. The fate of Berlin inevitably depends heavily on the course which 
is pursued by this nation and its allies on the one hand and the Soviet Union 
on the other. But the fate of a divided Germany, is not ours alone to de-
cide. It rests in heavy measure, a decade and a half after the war, with 
the German peoples in both spheres and on the two gpvernments which 
represent or purport to represent them. Nor is the fate of all Europe the 
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primary responsibility of this country and the Soviet Uuion which are, 1n 
reality, nations Oll its fringes. 
I would suggest, therefore, that there may be room here for two 
simultaneous conferen~ea of exploration, separate but interrelated, in some 
such city as Vienna or Geneva . There is l'oom for a conference of the 
fore1~ ministers of the United States, France, the United Kingdom and the 
Soviet Union on the Berlin situation and other vestigial problems of \~orld 
War II and the occupation. And there is room for a con!'er&nce of the nations 
of Europe on both sides of the divided cont!.nent, of the nations of the 
Warsaw Pact end N.A.T.O. in which they might make their sentiments known on 
the security and other problems of a divided continent--proole'ClS in ",biob 
their stake is at least as great as is ours or Russia's. 
And cay I add that I cannot see that it matters very much who 
takes the first step to""ards such conferences. What is far more important 
is the courage, wis~om, restraint and patience with which they ere approached . 
What matters far more is the determination of all those who participate in 
them to eschew propaganda and to dedicate themselves to ~easoneble and just 
solutions which ease the dangers to Europe and to the world. 
If we recog!lize the 11m.1tattons of all intcrnatione.l conferences, 
if we ere not too sanguine in our expectat ion of results, if we a~e prepared 
to try for much but expect little, the::l. I can see no harm in two meetings 
of this kind at the foreign ministers level. And I can see eOUle possibili-
ties of good eme:rging from them. At the very least, we shall be able to 
bring inte the consideration of t.he critical problems of pc::ace in Europe 
the thoughts aod ideas of those important nations of Europe which have 
been shunted aside in the present concern of the larger powers with firm 
stands and excluding walls. 
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If I may turn now to Asia, I would point out that difficulties 
no less complex than those in Europe stand 1n the way of a durable peace 
jo that region. Today, we see evidence of them in Viet Nam. Yesterday, 
it was Laos. Tomorrow it may be Korea. And after that still another of 
the nations on the periphery of a massive China. Even Outer Mongolia, lying 
vast and desolate between the Soviet Union and China is not necessarily 
exempt. 
The problem of peace in the reglon of Asia is not merely one of 
communism VB. nationalism. That 1s a significant part of it but only a part 
of it. It 1s aleo the old clashing with the new 1n these many lands. It 1s 
the overweening influence of military force and militant politics in the 
midst of a peacefUl and confused peasantry. It is inadequate and. unrespon-
sive government. It is, 1n a deeper seuse, the problem of massive poverty 
and social antiquation and the need to develop new institutions and effec-
tive governments which are responsive to the needs of their people in the 
20th Century world. 
In a deeper sense, too, it is the reappearance of the historiC, 
if unexpressed assertion of China of its superiority over its neighbors. 
To put it another way, it is the demand of an awakened, modernizing and 
Communist-led China for a dominant role in t he region and its apparent un-
willingness to live in permanent peace with any nation and, I underscore 
the word, any, except on its own terms. 
These, may I suggest, are some of tbe realities which must be 
faced and dealt with if there is to be reasonable stability and peace in 
Asia. For these realities, high school debate topics such as: "Should 
Communist China be seated in the U.N." or "Shall we continue or discontinue 
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foreign aid in Asia" have relevance but only limited relevance. Both 
foreign aid and non-recognition of China have been the cardinal factors 
of our Asian policy for many years. I have constantly opposed seating 
Communist China in the United Nations and I have been consistently critical 
of foreign aid although I have supported it in principle. I have done so 
because they have been useful policies in many ways. )But we should not 
delude ourselves that they have necessarily brought any closer a solution 
to the problem of a stable peace in Asia. Nor should we delude ourselves 
as to the cOst of this bolding action which in terms of defense sod foreign 
aid expenditures involves many billions of dollars of your money each year 
and, for the years ahead, promises only a continuance of these expenditures. 
Nor should we ignore the consequences of the gross misapplication of aid as 
a substitute for diplomacy in Laos during the years 1954 to 1960 when 350 
millions of dollars were spent only to leave us deeply involved in a remote 
region of ASia, on the brink of war and. vith a situation more difficult than 
when we first took note of it six years before. 
Coming closer to home, we find 1n the Caribbean area, in Cuba, 
still another surface manifestation of deeper difficultie.s which block a 
stable peace even in our own neighborhood of the Americas. We give these 
difficulties a name when we speak of Castro. But, in truth, they existed 
before we koev that name and. they may well exist after that name is gone. 
If we reckon with the problem of Castroism as merely the channel 
of intrusion of communism into the Western Hemisphere, as for a long time 
we did, then the remedy seems simple enough: block the channel. That com-
prehension of the problem and that remedy, to a large extent, explains the 
ill-fated Cuban invasion. 
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The fact 1s that Castro1sm aDd various facsimiles thereot elsewhere 
in Latin America are indicative of more than communist intrusion. Csstro1sm 
was first aod foremost the cul.t of the disenchanted and dispossessed, of the 
restless, not only within Cuba but in many other parts of the Hemisphere. 
In their millions, they have known neither the meaning of floeedom. nor even 
fringe benefits of modern progress. And because we stand on the edge of 
this massive discontent, because we are the most powerful exponent of freedom 
coupled with progress, because we are of the Americas but not Latin Amer1can·-
for these and for other reasons, we and those Latin Americans wbo are closest 
to us in outlook have become the natural target ot this restlessness. 
The question, then, 1s not so simple as it 18 almost always put: 
"What shall we do about Mr. Castro?" The quest1on, in a deeper sense, 1s 
what can be done about the disenchantment of millions of Latin Americans 
which opens the way for Csstroism and the intrusion ot communist totalitarian 
doctrines even while it undermines the wbole concept of the Good Neighbor 
Policy of C01Il!lOn security and progress in freedom, through intimate hemi~ 
spheric cooperation. 
That is a problem for all the American Republics, not for us 
alone. In truth, the responsibilities whicb fall to Latin American leaders 
are greater am more immediate than ours. The difficulties are within their 
own countries and in preponderant part can be dealt with only by the Latin 
Americans themselves. Here, too, as in the European crisis, for tbis nation 
to try to do too much can be as dangerous and ic.adequate as failine; to do 
enough. This realization is inherent in the President's concept of an 
Alliance for Progress and it must be closely adhered to in administration 
in the years ahead. Tbere is much that we can ani must do in Latin America 
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in our own interest aod in the common interest of the \-lestern Hemisphere. 
But, in those same interests, there is much that we cannot do and should 
Dot try to do. 
In the Congo, in Africa we have another visible problem which 
bas come to the surface out of the massive problems of a restless continent. 
The situation in the Congo is not grasped in full dimension in terms of the 
newspaper images of Tshombe, Lumumba, Gizenga, Adoula or any other of the 
new and exotic names which have only recently been brought into our lexicons 
of world politics. The difficulty is greater than whether one leader seems 
to lean eastward towards communism and another westward towards "'estern 
Europe or the United states. 
In all realism, African nationalist leaders worthy of the name 
can be expected to lean overwhelmingly 1n the direction of the interests 
of their own people and only, incidentally, in any other direction. Those 
interests are, preponderantly, the interests of converting tribal societies 
into national states--in fact as well as in name. The interests lie in 
the rapid economic and social progress of their people. The personal bril-
lianee of some of the new African leaders and their extensive knowledge of 
the world should not obscure the fact that for too long, millions of 
Africans have been isolated or insulated from the mainstream of modern 
change and that they have now been prOjected into its complex cross-currents, 
"'i th a great and confusing suddeness. 
The transition inthe African nations will not be an easy one in 
the best of cirCUMstances. Effective African leadership within the con-
tinent of Africa is the essential ingredient. Genuine help from nations 
l 
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outside the continent in education, health, and other aspects of moderniza-
tion can speed the traneition. But a deep involvement of Afr ica on either 
side in the cold war can only delay or deflect it . It will bring further 
misery to the Africans and, in the end, it will bring no lasting victory 
for the outsiders . For it will simply transfer to a new and vast arena of 
the world many of the same difficulties whicb remain unsolved elsewhere 
and the immensely costly remedi es of war--cold or hot--which they evoke. 
It seems to me that Mr . Hammarskjold saw the problem of the 
Congo and, in a l arger sense, the problem of Africa in these terms . He 
gave his life in the hope of developing conditions of reasonable stability 
aod progress in the Congo and, perhaps, throughout Africa, conditions which 
would i nsulate that region from the co~d war so that a native genius under 
its own leadership might come to fruition in peace and make its full con· 
tributioo to human history. 
His death has dealt a serious blow to that hope but it bas not 
destroyed it . In the end, the nations of the world will have to continue 
to pursue it, if Africa is not to be a potential breeding ground of conflict 
for decades to come. For that reason alone, it would be imperative that 
the Secretary-Gener al of the U.N. be endowed with at least some of Mr . 
Hammarskjold's attributes of objectivity, compassion and dedication to peace. 
To a larger extent than we have realized, the strength of the 
U.N. in recent years was the strength of the patient and wise man who was 
its Secretary-General . His personal capacities were such that they com-
pensated a great deal for the structural distortions and weaknesses in the 
organization. In all honesty we must face the fact that even as membership 
of the U.N. has grown to over 100, its constructive influence has oot 
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necessarily grown accordingly~ If ~ mean it when we say that the U.N. 1s 
the last best hope of peace then, indeed, we must be prepared to look long 
and herd at ita stru~tu~e. We must be prepared to consider major adjust~ 
ments 1n its orgauB to reflect the changing circumstances of the world 
since the Charter came into extstence. In short, we must aee f~ more 
clearly than we ~ow do what, precisely and speciflcaJly, it is t~~t we 
expect of the United Nations and then we ou:'selves muo\,; be :p:"'epar~d and 
other nations must be prepared to reDuild that or~~~i~at~on in a form that 
pertt1ts it to carry out that assi£.-mnent. A g!'eat d.cp~ "MY be expe.::ted 
from the U.IT, or very little. But nations cannot expect e great deal from 
it and. then give it l:!.ttle 10. the we.y of eff'eO:1Jlve institutions and E::ffec -
tive support. That i& the path of indecisiveness, irresolution, irresponsi-
bility and, in the end, of its reduction to impotence . 
Finally, I should like to tu~ to the question of nuclear bomb 
tests. Recently, I atteud.ed a grollnd-breaking ceremony for the new Yellow-
tail Dam in Montana. Five and a half tons of T.N.T . were set off and a few 
secocds la~~r a subata~tial part of a high mountain-side collapsed in an 
enOl~OUs mass of rock, dirt acd. dust . rive and a half tons of well-placed 
T.N.T. did that~ So~e years ago, lre net off a nuclear bomb in the Pacific 
whose power waa not five and a balf tons but 15 million tons. Just recently, 
the Sovie'" Uuiotl. explod~d in t he Arctic a nuclear weapon '..Iith tbe equivalent 
explosive power of 30 to 50 million tons of 'LN.T. And, most recently, in 
sp:;,te of world-wid.e protests as expressed formally in a U.N . resolution, 
the RUBSie-os -tested still anoth~r in the runge above 50 mt:L1ion tons. 
The size of thece recent Soviet testA WRB only one aspect of 
tbe travesty on scientific progress which they represented. More 
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significant 1s the radioactive fall-out ~bich the explosions produced--
the unseen death which will descend to earth for many months and years , 
as the winds and clouds may carry it around the globe. It Will descend 
with lodifference on neutral nations, communist nations and free nations 
alike. It will result in 1086 of years of life in uncounted numbers of 
human be11l8s and some damage to all life-forms. This is not merely a 
probable consequence of the most recent explosion and the tests which 
preceded it, which in the current Soviet series have numbered in the 
neighborhood of 30, it 1s the results predicted by reputable scientists 
of all nationalities. 
So far only four nations have tested in the atmosphere. But 
there are at least a dozen other nations and eventually there will be 
more, each of which might follow the same course if they are 80 inclined. 
Whether they do so now or next year or years hence, it must be 
clear where the course of an iDd1scrim1nate national testing of nuclear 
weapons in the atmosphere on the basis of the claim of selfwdefense must 
eventually lead. At the very least, it must lead, as it is already leadw 
ing, to a world which is increasing1y inhospitable to human life and this, 
without war in any formal sense. It must lead to a 'ofOrld in which acts of 
serious scientific aggression are indulged in the name of selfwdefense. 
By treaty, nations have protected the whale from indiscriminate 
destruction, the seal, the salmon and other an1.ma.l.s and. fish. Yet, in this 
instance, nations have not been able to protect men, women and children 
from the wanton depredation of nuclear testing in the atmosphere. It is 
not likely that the more fundamental and complex problem of arms control 
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are likely to yield to solution unless we are able to meet and prevail 
over this relatively clear .. cut and most glaringly evident aspect of the 
problem. 
There are other difficulties which coofront us and the rest of 
the world, difficulties whicb must begin to be resolved before there can 
be any assurance whatsoever that this generation will leave, as its monument, 
something more meaningful than a fall-out shelter. But I think I have said 
enough to illustrate the immensity of the task of bUilding a durable peace. 
Some of these difficu1.ties will. be years, even decades in their resolution. 
But others can and. must be faced promptly J as in the case of Berlin, Germany 
and Europe. We must approach them with great sure-footedness, with quiet 
reserve, with patience aod with resolute courage, for the danger of accident 
or mistep with catastrophiC consequences has never been more pronounced than 
it is at this moment. But we must face them and we must face them soon . 
As tor the others, the long~range problems, the fundamental 
international reality which we, as citizens of this Republic, need to 
recognize is that we live in a world of rapid, continuous and universal 
change. The obligation rests on t he President first and the government 
as a whole to adjust the relations of this country to that change in a 
ttISllner which safeguards the present and future of this nation. In that 
undertaking President Kennedy is completely dedicated as was his predecessor, 
Mr. Eisenhower. He deserves and needs the support of the people. What is 
involved is not a matter of uncritical support. It is, rather, a matter 
of thoughtful support, whether it is critical or not. It 1s a matter of 
all of us seeking to deepen our national perspectives, our understanding 
of the world and the role of this nation in it. For it is only within that 
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context, within the framework of the understanding and perspective of the 
citizen of the natlon--that the President can lead effectively in these 
questions. And it is only in that context, under the leadership of the 
President, that we will do our share to 11ft that burden of fear which has 
begun to drive mankind into burrows in the earth even at that instant in 
time when t he planets are beginning to come within reach. 
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on behalf of the Chairman of our grouP. the distinguished Senator 
'14cClellan, and my colleagues, senator Smith, Senator Dworahak, Senator , 
Bible , and Senator Hruska,! wish to thank you for welcoming us into 
, 
this Chamber. It 1s a privilege to be here agaln. It 1s a pleasure to 
, 
_~hare with you a few, regretfully short, momenta of Senatorial Associa-
tion. our work as legislators for the f~rB~ session of t~ls c~ent 
, < a.,t. /t. 4-.'" <:> 
Congress came to an end a few weeks ago. You ~pe ~alt of A 
~<.-.> ::f~~ 1(.. II {t { 
your sess10n. I pree.umC *9 t y.6'tl .el" ~ take 1 t easy -- as we 
< ....... 
Bay 1n the. United StateB~ - j\llt al;)Qllt ta8 .. tilliA9 tDai. we ere Bo1~k 
-;;/ .,.s- t ~~ ... ::::1l. ~ ~J,-~ ~ ~~ 
And 80 it goes. The leg1slative process 1s continuous and inter-
related 1n the Americas, Just as the work of the Americas 1s continuous 
and i nterrelated. 
It is to that work -- to that continuous and interrelated work of 
the Americas that I would ask you to dir/ct your attention for a few 
moments. I shall not det~in you very long for I know that your 
r esponsibilities are many and pressing. 
This age 1n which it 1s our fortune to live is an age of great 
change . The\ rapid de~ution of modern technology is the scientific 
expression of this new age . The appearance of new states in many 
parts of the "'lorld -- notably in Africa and Asia -- 1 s the political 
, 
t he international political eX 9ression -- of this age. The enormous 
gr owth i n the volume of international trade and the evolution of trading 
blocs -- notably in Western Europe and in Eastern Europe are the 
commercial expressions of this age. The urge ot peoples everywhere, 
in our country as 1n yours, towar ds more equitable opport~ty and full 
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participation in national life is the human expression of this age. 
And the Burge of t otalitarianism 1n Eastern Europe and Asia 1s the 
more ominous expression of the age. 
ThoBe are the sweeping realities which confront us 1n our times. 
The Americas are a part, if not 1n fact the principal precipitators 
of this age of great change. We cannot escape its rea11ties, even if 
we would. And I do not believe it 1s 1n the nat~ of the free gov9ra-
mentsm of this hemisphere to retreat from this responsib1lity even if 
they could. 
This, then, 1s what gives rise to!he contemporary work of the 
Americas. The core of the work 1s to face firmly and courageously the 
realities of an age of great change . In s pecifics , it 1s to grasp the 
technologies which stem fro m the scientific flowering of "Iestern 
civilization and to guide them to the benefit of the peoples of the 
hemisphere. It 1s to plumb the ne'f c ommerc1 e l concepts else'fhere 
which have deep 1m, licatbns for better 0 ~or worse -- f~all of us 
and to develop new concepts of our own, as they may be necessary or 
useful. It i8 to pr ovide a greater equity of opportunityand soclal 
Justice f or all Americans , whether they be inhabitants of the altiplano, 
ot the JW1.g1es of the Amazon, of my state of ?-fontana, or those who live 
in 
1n t h1s great c1ty of Lima , 1n Washington,/Caracas. or wherever. And 
f1nally, th1s work this contemporary work of the Americas is to 
restrain a surging tote1iterianism which would rob all progress of its 
deeper meaning, by d i vorcing it from the inalienable dignity of the 
human personality. 
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As we must face these realities eo, too, must we act on them, 
separately and together, as wisdom dictates in each situation \ve 
must act on them, carefully and deliberately; but act we must. 
As nations molded of the same clay of the New World, as nations 
born of the same high hope of human freedom, our fortWles are linked, 
now as they have been from the beginning. If we are honest, we will 
recognize on all Sides, I belleve, that sometimes we have worked well 
together and, sometimes, badly. But badly or well, we have preserved 
the continuity of a special intimacy among the nations of the Ameri cas. 
And, now, we must hold that intimacy. Indeed, we must deepen it as 
this new age of vast and rapid change surges fully over the world, 
this age so alive with immense possibilities of good or evil for all 
of us. X "We w1lll. 
two centuries ago 
hang separately. II 
as a patriot of our revolution said almost 
"We wi ll hang together or we shall certainly 
What is ahead, I believe, 1s a period of introspection 1n the 
nations of the Americas and 1n the relations of the Americas. a 
penetration of new thought into the mechinery and the means, and 
most of all, the spirit which give meaning to the words "hemisphere 
solldari ty • II I would stress that the contemoorary needs of this 
hemisphere will be inadequately conceived and inadequately served 
1f they are seen merely as better-aid programs or more effective 
political collaboration in the United Nations, or a rev1val of the 
Organization of the American states, or new trade machinery, or 
additional military collaboration against totalitarian inroads or 
whatever. To be sure, these may be tangible expressions of 
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hemispheric sol1dar1ty. But if they are to have substance as well as 
form, we must direct our attention to a more fundamental matter. What 
we must have now, as never b efore 1s a sense of the inner unity of 
the Americas. What 1s needed~ an acknowledgment 1n our hearts, as 
we have already acknowledged 1n our heads, of our common need for 
each other, of our oapacities to contribute, each to t he others &s 
we are able, 1n the common advance of the hemisphere. 
We speak now of an Aillancefor Progress, una allanza para~rogreS80. 
As one senator speak1ng to others out of a shared experience and 
s1milar backgr und, I would leave with you a special interpretat10n 
of this phrase, I would leave with you a hope, a wish, a r equest --
and you will fo rgive me if I do not do fUll Justice to your language 
~expre:81ng it: Que nosotroe-- Senadores todos -- trabahemos con 
18 corazon l por una allanza ~ corazon' enbuscando siempre el 
benefic io y 1& paz de todos los lnhabltantes de las Americas. 
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PALABRAS DEL SENADOR MIKE W.ANSFIELD, DE EE.UU., 
ANTE LA CAWlARA DE SENADORES DEL PERU 
En nombre oel Presioente oe nuestro grupo, el Oistinguioo Senaoor 
McClel\an y oe mis cOlegas 1a Senadora SmIth, y lOS Senaoores Dworshak, 
Bible y Hruska, ceseo agraaecer a usteaes el habernos permltiao vlsltar 
. , 
vuestra Camara. Es un gran prlvUeglo el estar nuevaOlente aqUl. Y es un 
placer €l compartlr con usteaes algunos momentos -lamentablemente muy 
cortos- ae asoclacion Senatorlal. Nuestro trabajo como legislaaores ae la 
prlmera seslon ael actual Congreso, termlno hace pocas semanas. Ustedes 
estan flnalizanao vuestro per(oao leglslativo; ahora tengo el placer ae aarles 
" la blenvenlaa a las flias ae "aquellos que poaemos tomarlO con calma -como 
aecimos en lOS Estaaos Unlaos-; pero no taraara mucho antes ce que vuestro 
Senaao y el nuestro empiecen nuevamente sus labares. 
Y as( es. EI proceso leglslatlvo en laD Amerlcas es contliluo e 
lnterrelaclonaoo, tal como el trabajo oe las Amerlcas es cont(nuo e lnter-
relaclonaoo. 
Y es a aquel trabajo, al trabajo cont(nuo e lnter-relaclonaoo oe las 
Amerlcas hacla el Cual ploo Olrljan su atenclon par un momento. No los 
oeteMre mucho tlempo pues blen se que vuestras responsabilloaoes son 
muchas y urgentes. 
Este era en La cual nos toca la fortuna oe vlvlr, es una oe granoes 
camblos. La veloz evolucion oe la tecnologla mooerna, es la expreslon 
clenttl'lca oe esta nueva era. La aparlclon oe nuevos estaoos en muchas 
partes oel munoo -especlalmente en Africa y As la- es la expresion pOI(tica ••. 
la expreslon pOI(tica lnternaclonal oe esta epoca. EI enorme crecimiento en 
el volumen oel comerclo lnternacional y la evolucion oe lOS bloques comer-
clales en la Europa Occloental y OrIental, son las expreslones comerclales 
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de esta era. La urgencla ae loS pueblos en toaas partes, tanto en nuestro 
paCs COmO en ei. vuestro, hacla una oportunlaaa mas equltativa y plena de 
particlpaclon en la viaa naclonal, es la expreslon humana ae esta era ••• 
Y el surglmlento ael totalltarlsmo en la Europa Oriental y en el ASia, es la 
expres Ion mas om lnosa ae la era. 
Estas son las arrollaC1oras realio.a.des que nos enfrentan en nuestros 
tlempos. Las Americas forman parte, sl ae hecho no Eon las principales 
causantes, de la fuerza preclpitadora de esta era de grandes camblos. No 
pOdemos escapar tie sus reali.d.aCles, aunque 10 deseararr:os. Y no creo que 
este en el caracter ae los goblernos lllores ae este hemisferlo e1 retroceaer 
de esta responsabUldad, as[ pualeran. 
Esto es, pues, 10 que crea e1 trabajo contemporaneo de las Americas. 
El nucleo ael trabajo es el hacer frente, con fir meza y coraje, a las reali-
Clades de una era. de grandes camblos. Espec!iicamente, es 91 ae atrapar 
las tecnolog[as que nacen ae la floraclon clent(flca de la clvUlzacion occidental 
y qularlas hacla el beneflciO ae los pueblos oel hemisferlo. Es el ae profun-
alzar los nuevos conceptos comerciales en otros lugares que tlenen honaas 
implicaciones -para bien 0 para mal- para toaos nosotros, y ae desarrollar 
nuevos conceptos proplos, a mealaa que sean necesarlos 0 ulnes. Es el ae 
suminlstrar mayor equlaad en las oportuniaades indlviduales y justicla social 
para tOdoS 105 amerlcanos, ya sea que habiten en el Altiplano, 0 en las selvas 
del Amazonas; en ml estado de Montana; 0 aquellos que viven en esta gran 
cluaaa de Lima; en WashLngton, en Caracas; 0 en cuaJ.quier otro sitio. Y, 
flna1mente, este trabajo, este trabajo contemporaneo de las Americas, es el 
de restringlr el surgente totalltarismo que robarra al progreso de toao su 
profundo Significado, aivorciand010 de la inalienable digniaad ae la persona. ,"" 
liaaa humana. 
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Y, como tenemos que hacer frente a estas reai.loaOes, tambien aebe-
mas tamar ace ton para enfrentarlas, separaoos yjunlos, seqUn 10 inaiquen 
las circunstancias ae cada situacton. Debemos actuar sabre las mlsmas , 
con cuidaao y aeHberaaamente .... pero aebemos a(:tuar. 
Como palses moaelaaos en la misma arcUla del Nuevo Mundo, como 
naciones nactaas en la misrna granatosa esperanza ae La libertaa humana, 
nuestras fortuna:: estan ligaaas ahara, como 10 han estaao assae eL prin-
cipio. Si SOrnOs sirlceros, tOdOS reconoceremos, creo yo, que algwlas veces 
juntos, hemes trabajaao bien, y otras veces no muy bien. Pera bien 0 mal, 
hemos preservacto la continuiaaa de una lntlmioaa espectaL entre las parses 
ae las AmerIcas. Y ahora, aebemos mantener esa tnt!mlaaa. En efecto, 
aehemo:: profunalzarla a mectl<!9. que esta nueva era de grandes y rapiaos 
carobios surge vigorosa sobre el mundOj esta era que esta tan Hena de in-
mensas posibUldaaes para ei blen 0 para el mal de tOdoS nosotros . Como 
aljo un patrlota de nuestra revoluclon hace cerca de aos siglos: uPermanez-
camos juntos, pues si no, de por cierto, nos ahorcaran separados". 
, .' Lo que nos aepara e1 futuro, creo, es un pertOdO de 1.ntrospeccLOn en 
lOS parses de las Americas y en las relaciones de las Americas; una penetra-
clon ae nuevos pensamlentos en la maqu1.naria y en lOS mealos, y principal-
mente, en el esplritu que da slgnificado a las palabras 11 sOliaarid3.a hem is-
ferica ll • Desearla dar enfasis al hecho de que las necesiaaaes contempora-
neas ae este hemisferlo seran conceblaas y servicas en fJrma ~nadecuada s1 
son vistas SOlamente como mejores programas ae ayuaa 0 una cOlaboracion 
pOlItiea mas efeetiva en las Naciones Unlaas; 0 e1 reforzamiento ae 1a Orga-
nizaclon de Estaaos Americanos; 0 una nueva maqainarla comercial.; 0 mayor 
colaboracion mi1itar contra la infiltraclon totalitaria; 0 cua!ltas otras casas. 
De segura, estas pueaen ser expresiones tangibles de la soiiaariaad 
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hemlsferlca~ Pera si esta:::: palabras han ae tener substancla, tanto como 
forma, aebemos airlgir nuestra atencton a un asunto mas fundamental. 
La que aebemo:::: tener ahora, :rruis que nunca, es un senUoo de la unload 
Interna de las Americas . La que se necestta es e1 reconocimiento en nuestrOt 
corazones , como ya 10 hernes reconocteo en nueslros cerebras, de la 
neceslaao comun que tenemcs unos ae los otrosj de nuestra capacloaa para 
contribulr , a meaica de nuestras posibUIC1aoes, hacia !,as neceslaaaes de 
los otros , para e1 progreso camtin ael hemisferio. 
Hablemos ahora oe una tlAl ianza para e1 Progreso'!. Hablando como 
oeun Senaaor a sus colegas , basaao en nueetras experienclas y antecedentes 
carounes , deseo aejarles una interpretacion especial de esta frasej qutslera 
dejarles una esperanza ... 1.ll1 deseo ... una sollcitud .... Y vosotros me perdOnareiE 
sino hago veroadera justlcia a vuestro lenguaje al expresarlas: Que nosotro, 
.. Senadores tOdoS- trabajemos neon el corazon par una aHanza oel corazon" , 
bus candO slempre e1 beneftc to y la paz ae tOdOS los hab~tantes ae las 
Amertcas. 
* * * * * * 
GC 
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